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Abstract

With the emergence of mobile and adaptive computing, dynamic architectures
have become increasingly important. In such architectures, components may
appear or disappear, and connections between them may change over time. Dy-
namic architectures are usually specified in terms of two separate specifications:
a specification of component behavior and a specification of component activa-
tion and reconfiguration. To verify them, both specifications are first interpreted
over a common model for dynamic architectures and verified against a property
specified over the same model. Interpreting the specifications over the model,
however, introduce repetitive proof steps, which increase the length of proofs,
and thus the effort to develop and maintain them. To address this problem, we
developed a calculus for dynamic architectures providing rules to reason about
component behavior in a dynamic environment. We proved soundness and rel-
ative completeness of the rules, implemented them in the interactive theorem
prover Isabelle, and mechanized the corresponding soundness proofs. The calcu-
lus can be used to support the abstract verification of dynamic architectures in
Isabelle. This is demonstrated by means of a running example and evaluated in
terms of four case studies. Our results suggest that the calculus has the poten-
tial to reduce the length of proofs for the verification of dynamic architectures,
thus reducing the effort to develop and maintain verification results.

Keywords: Dynamic Architectures, Architecture Verification, Architecture
Traces, Behavior Traces, Interactive Theorem Proving.

1. Introduction

A system’s architecture consists of a set of components and connections be-
tween their ports [1]. With the emergence of mobile and adaptive computing,
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dynamic architectures have become increasingly important. In a dynamic archi-
tecture, components can appear and disappear, and connections between their
ports can change, both over time [2]. Specifications of such architectures are
usually split into two separate aspects [3, 4]:

– Specification of behavior for the different types of components involved in
the architecture.

– Specification of component activation and reconfiguration.
Thus, verification of such architectures requires to combine these types of speci-
fication and show that certain properties hold for their composition. Tradition-
ally, this is done as depicted by the solid lines in Fig. 1: The specification of
component behavior and the specification of component activation and reconfig-
uration are first interpreted over a common model for dynamic architectures [5]
(S. 1). Then, the property one wants to verify is specified and interpreted over
the same model (S. 2). Finally, verification is done by proving the property
from the specifications at the model level (S. 3).
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Figure 1: Interactive verification of dynamic architectures.

In this approach, interpreting specifications (S. 2) and reasoning about these
interpretations (S. 3) involve many fine-grained, often also repetitive, proof
steps. This has two undesired consequences: First, proofs become unneces-
sarily long, since similar proof steps are often repeated. Second, proofs become
difficult to maintain, since changes to the specification require multiple, similar,
modifications at several places throughout the proof.

1.1. A Calculus for Dynamic Architectures
In an effort to address these problems, we developed a calculus, which al-

lows to combine architectural and behavioral specifications, to reason at a higher
level of abstraction (dashed lines in Fig. 1). To evaluate the approach, we imple-
mented the calculus in Isabelle/HOL and applied it to four exemplary cases. The
resulting verification framework is depicted in Fig. 2: It consists of a formaliza-
tion of our model of dynamic architectures as well as the proposed calculus1 and
provides an interface to it in terms of an Isabelle locale [7] dynamic component.
In order to use it, a user can import the theories and instantiate the locale for

1Both available in the archive of formal proofs as entry Dynamic Architectures [6].
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different types of components. Then, he can use the operators provided by the
framework to specify the behavior of component types as well as activation of
components of a certain type. Finally, he can use the lemmata provided by the
framework (corresponding to the rules of the calculus) to verify the architecture.
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Figure 2: Overview of verification approach.

1.2. Contributions
With our work, we provide three major contributions: (i) We propose a

calculus to reason about component behavior in a dynamic environment and
show its soundness. (ii) Based on the calculus, we provide a framework for the
interactive verification of architectures in Isabelle/HOL. (iii) We demonstrate
its use by means of a running example and evaluate it by means of four case
studies.

1.2.1. Calculus
Our calculus comes in a natural deduction style and consist of 35 rules to rea-

son about specifications of component behavior when the component is subject
to activation and deactivation. For each operator usually involved in the spec-
ification of component behavior it provides introduction and elimination rules
which depend on the current state of activation of a component. The rules are
shown to be sound and corresponding proofs are mechanized in Isabelle/HOL.

1.2.2. A Framework for the Verification of Dynamic Architectures
Based on the calculus, we provide a framework for the interactive verification

of dynamic architectures in Isabelle. To this end, we formalized our model of
dynamic architectures in Isabelle/HOL and modularize it in terms of an Isabelle
locale. Then, we formalized the rules of the calculus as corresponding lemmata
of the locale and prove them from our model. In total, the framework consists
of two Isabelle theories amounting to 3, 500 lines of Isabelle/HOL code.
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1.2.3. Evaluation
We demonstrate the framework by means of a running example. To this end

we use it to verify a version of a Blackboard architecture [8, 9, 10] in which
knowledge source components are subject to activation and deactivation. To
evaluate it, we apply it for the verification of four example cases, resulting in
six additional Isabelle theory files amounting to 3, 800 lines of proof code.

1.2.4. Relation to Previous Work
This paper is an extension of previous work already published in [11, 12]. To

this end it provides additional details to the work presented in the conference
version. The most important addition beeing a description of the implementa-
tion of the framework in Isabelle. In the conference paper, the framework was
only introduced in a tutorial style by means of a running example. Thus, in
Sect. 6, we now provide a detailed description of the formalization of the model
(presented in Sect. 3) and the language to specify component behavior as well
as its evaluation.

In addition, the paper also reports on new work not reported in the con-
ference version. From the theoretical side, completeness of the calculus was
investigated and a corresponding result is added in this version of the paper
(Thm. 2). From the practical point of view, we added an additional specification
language to the framework to specify architectural aspects. For, the framework
as presented in the conference version provided only support for specifying com-
ponent behavior. The version of the framework presented in this paper provides
now full support to specify architectural aspects (formalized by the operators
presented in Sect. 6.2). This required to adapt the running example (Sect. 7)
to the new language (as demonstrated by property actks).

1.3. Overview
The paper is structured as follows: In the next section, we provide some

background on Isabelle and a corresponding formalization of co-inductive lists.
Then, we introduce our model for dynamic architectures (Sect. 3) as well as some
techniques to specify architectures over this model (Sect. 4). We then present
our calculus in Sect. 5 and describe its formalization in Sect. 6. In Sect. 7 we
demonstrate how it can be used to verify specifications of dynamic architectures
by means of a running example and in Sect. 8 we present the results obtained
from our evaluation. We then present related work (Sect. 9) and conclude in
Sect. 10 with a brief summary of the obtained results, its implications, our
overall research agenda, and future work.

2. Background on Isabelle

Isabelle [13] is a generic proof assistant which allows mathematical formulas
to be expressed in a formal language and provides tools for proving those for-
mulas in a logical calculus. The version of Isabelle used for the work presented
in this paper is Isabelle/HOL, which includes tools to support the specification
of datatypes, inductive definitions, and recursive functions.
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lemma ¬ surj(f :: ′a ⇒ ′a set)
proof

assume 0 : surj f
from 0 have 1 : ∀A. ∃ a. A = f a by(simp add: surj-def )
from 1 have 2 : ∃ a. {x. x /∈ f x} = f a by blast
from 2 show False by blast

qed

Figure 3: A simple proof in Isabelle: A function from a set to its powerset cannot be surjective.

2.1. Proving in Isabelle/HOL
In Isabelle, proofs can be expressed in a natural way using Isabelle’s struc-

tured proof language Isar [14]. Figure 3 shows a simple example proof in Is-
abelle/Isar. Several tools support the development of such proofs: Isabelle’s
classical reasoner can perform long chains of reasoning steps to prove formulas.
The simplifier can reason with and about equations. External first-order provers
can be invoked through sledgehammer.

2.2. Structuring and Modularization
Specifications in Isabelle are grouped into so-called theories which may im-

port other theories. To modularize results, Isabelle supports the development
of abstract specifications by means of locales. Figure 4 shows a simple example
locale in Isabelle. A locale consists of an interface in terms of function parame-
ters and corresponding assumptions about its behavior. Proofs expressed within
the scope of the locale can use the corresponding assumptions. Locales can ex-
tend another locales by adding further parameters and assumptions. Moreover,
locales can be instantiated with concrete parameters to reuse their proofs.

locale partial-order =
fixes le :: ′a ⇒ ′a ⇒ bool (infixl v 50 )
assumes refl [intro, simp]: x v x
and anti-sym [intro]: [[x v y; y v x]] =⇒ x = y
and trans [trans]: [[x v y; y v z]] =⇒ x v z

begin
— Abstract Results

end
Figure 4: Isabelle locale for partial order.

2.3. Co-Inductive Lists
In order to deal with possibly infinite architecture traces, our formalization

is based on Lochbihlers theory of co-inductive (lazy) lists [15]. Lazy lists are
formalized using Isabelle/HOL’s notion of co-inductive datatypes [16]. Figure 5
depicts the corresponding Isabelle/HOL fragment: Besides introducing the co-
datatype itself, the declaration also introduces some auxiliary constants:

– Destructors LNil and LCons.
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– Discriminator lnull, to test whether a list is empty.
– Selectors lhd and ltl, to select the first element of a given list and the

remaining tail, respectively.
– Set function lset, which returns a (possibly infinite) set containing all the

elements of a given list.
– Map function map, to apply a given function to a certain list.
– Relator rel, to compare two lists based on their elements.

The where clause at the end of the command specifies a default value for selectors
lhd and ltl applied to LNil on which they are not a priori specified.

codatatype (lset: ′a) l list =
lnull: LNil
| LCons (lhd: ′a) (ltl: ′a llist)

for
map: lmap
rel: l list-all2

where
lhd LNil = undefined
| ltl LNil = LNil

Figure 5: Formalization of lazy lists in Isabelle/HOL (excerpt from [15]).

In addition, Lochbihler’s theory introduces definitions of different concepts
for lazy lists, of which the following are most relevant for our theory:
inf-llist converts a function with domain of natural numbers to a corresponding

infinite list.

llength returns the (possible infinite) length of a list.

lnth returns the n-th element of a list.

lappend concatenates two lists.

lfilter extracts a sublist which contains only elements characterized by a given
predicate.

ltake returns a prefix of a certain length of a given list.
Since lfilter and ltake are of particular importance for our theory, we discuss
them in more detail.

2.3.1. Lazy Filter Function
The lfilter function is important, since it forms the foundation for our for-

malization of the behavior projection operator. The function takes a predicate
P and a lazy list xs and returns a sublist, containing only those elements of
xs for which P holds. Its definition is provided in Fig. 6: It is formalized as
a recursive function based on fixpoints in complete partial orders. Note that
the definition does not require any termination proof. Rather, in order to guar-
antee the existence of a fixpoint, the definition must ensure that the induced
functional is monotonic w.r.t. the prefix order for lazy lists.
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partial-function (l list) lfilter :: ′a llist ⇒ ′a llist
where lfilter xs = (case xs of LNil ⇒ LNil

| LCons x xs ′ ⇒ if P x then LCons x (lfilter xs ′) else lfilter xs ′)

Figure 6: Formalization of lazy filter function in Isabelle/HOL (excerpt from [15]).

2.3.2. Lazy Take Function
Another important function is the ltake function, since it is used to formalize

our notion of number of activations of a component in an architecture trace. The
function takes an extended natural number n (including ∞) and a lazy list xs,
and returns a sublist, containing the first n elements of xs. Figure 7 depicts
its formalization in Isabelle/HOL: It is formalized as a primitive corecursive
function, in which the syntactic structure of the definition ensures productivity
(and thus well-definedness) of the function.

primcorec ltake :: enat ⇒ ′a llist ⇒ ′a llist
where

n = 0 ∨ lnull xs =⇒ lnull (ltake n xs)
| lhd (ltake n xs) = lhd xs
| ltl (ltake n xs) = ltake (epred n) (ltl xs)

Figure 7: Formalization of lazy take function in Isabelle/HOL (excerpt from [15]).

3. A Model of Dynamic Architectures

In the following section we summarize our model for dynamic architec-
tures [3, 4]. We first introduce the basic concepts of messages, ports, and
interfaces. Then, we describe two key concepts of our model: component types
and architecture specifications. Finally, we introduce the notion of behavior
projection to define composition of component types with architecture speci-
fications. We conclude with a brief summary of the introduced concepts and
their interrelationships.

3.1. The Basics: Messages, Ports, and Interfaces
In our model, components communicate to each other by exchanging mes-

sages over ports. Thus, we assume the existence of set M, containing all mes-
sages, and set P, containing all ports, respectively. Moreover, we postulate the
existence of a type function

T : P → ℘(M) (1)

which assigns a set of messages to each port.
Ports are means to exchange messages between a component and its environ-

ment. This is achieved through the notion of port valuation. Roughly speaking,
a valuation for a set of ports is an assignment of messages to each port.
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Definition 1 (Port valuation). For a set of ports P ⊆ P, we denote with P the
set of all possible, type-compatible port valuations, formally:

P
def=

{
µ ∈

(
P → ℘(M)

)
| ∀p ∈ P : µ(p) ⊆ T (p)

}
.

Moreover, we denote by [p1, p2, . . . 7→M1,M2, . . .] the valuation of ports p1, p2, . . .
with sets M1, M2, . . ., respectively. For singleton sets we shall sometimes omit
the set parentheses and simply write [p1, p2, . . . 7→ m1,m2, . . .] .

In our model, ports may be valuated by sets of messages, meaning that
a component can send/receive a set of messages via each of its ports at each
point in time. A component may also send no message at all, in which case the
corresponding port is valuated by the empty set.

The ports which a component may use to send and receive messages are
grouped into so-called interfaces.

Definition 2 (Interface). An interface is a pair (I ,O), consisting of disjoint
sets of input ports I ⊆ P and output ports O ⊆ P. The set of all interfaces is
denoted by IFP . For an interface if = (I ,O), we denote by

– in(if ) def= I the set of input ports,
– out(if ) def= O the set of output ports, and
– port(if ) def= I ∪O the set of all interface ports.

3.2. Streams
In the following, we shall make use of finite as well as infinite streams [17].

Thereby, we denote with (E)∗ the set of all finite streams over elements of a
given set E, by (E)∞ the set of all infinite streams over E, and by (E)ω the
set of all finite and infinite streams over E. The n-th element of a stream s
is denoted with s(n) and the first element is s(0). Moreover, we shall use the
following conventions for streams:

– With 〈〉 we denote the empty stream.
– With e&s we denote the stream resulting from appending stream s to

element e.
– With ŝ s′ we denote the concatenation of stream s with stream s′.
– With rg(s) we denote the set of all elements of a given stream s.
– With #s ∈ N∞ we denote the length of s.
– We use s↓n to extract the first n (excluding the n-th) elements of a stream.

Thereby s↓0
def= 〈〉.

– With s′ v s, we denote that s′ is a prefix of s.

3.3. Component Types
A key concept of our model is the concept of a component type, i.e., a

parametrized interface with associated behavior. The behavior is given in terms
of so-called behavior traces, i.e., streams of valuations of the corresponding
interface ports.
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〈p = M〉
i0

o0

i1

o1

µ = µ0, µ1, µ2, . . .
ν = ν0, ν1, ν2, . . .

ω = ω0, ω1, ω2, . . .

σ = σ0, σ1, σ2, . . .

δ = δ0, δ1, δ2, . . .

ε = ε0, ε1, ε2, . . .

η = η0, η1, η2, . . .

Figure 8: Conceptual representation of a component type with component parameter p, val-
uated by M, and behavior bhv = {ε, σ, ν, µ, ω, δ, η}.

Definition 3 (Component type). A component type is a 4-tuple
(if ,CP, µ, bhv), consisting of

– an interface if ∈ IFP ,
– so-called component parameters CP ⊆ P which are required to be disjoint

from the interfaces input and output ports,
– a valuation of the component parameters µ ∈ CP,
– and a set of so-called behavior traces, bhv ⊆

(
port(if )

)∞
.

The set of all possible component types over a set of interfaces I ⊆ IFP is
denoted CTI . We shall use the same notation as introduced for interfaces in
Def. 2, to denote input, output, and all interface ports for component types.
Moreover, for a component type (if ,CP, µ, bhv), we denote by

– par(ct) def= CP its component parameters,
– val(ct) def= µ the valuation of component parameters, and
– bhv(ct) def= bhv the behavior of a component type ct = (if ,CP, µ, bhv).

Component types specify allowed behavior for components of a certain type.
Thereby, they introduce a notion of parametrization as a means to support the
specification of groups of components of a certain type. Since they are mainly a
concept to support the specification of component types, component parameters
are discussed in more detail in the next chapter.

Example 1 (Component type). Assuming P contains ports p, i0, i1, o0, o1. Fig-
ure 8 shows a conceptual representation of a component type (if ,CP, µ, bhv),
consisting of:

– Interface if = (I ,O), with
– input ports I = {i0, i1}, and
– output ports O = {o0, o1}.

– Component parameters CP = {p}.
– Parameter valuation µ(p) = M.
– Behavior bhv = {ε, σ, ν, µ, ω, δ, η}, consisting of behavior traces

– ε = ε0, ε1, ε2, . . .
– σ = σ0, σ1, σ2, . . .
– . . .

3.4. Architecture Specifications
Component types specify the interface and the allowed behavior for compo-

nents. However, they do not say anything about the activation and deactivation
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of components or their interconnections. Thus, in the following, we introduce
the concept of an architecture specification to address these aspects.

3.4.1. Components
Component types can be instantiated to obtain components of that type.

We shall use the same notation as introduced for component types in Def. 3,
to access ports, valuation of component parameters, and behavior assigned to a
component. Note, however, that instantiating a component leads to the notion
of component port, which is a port combined with the corresponding component
identifier. Thus, for a family of components (Cct)ct∈CT over a set of component
types CT ⊆ CTI , we denote by:

– in(C) def=
⋃
c∈C ({c} × in(c)), the set of component input ports,

– out(C) def=
⋃
c∈C ({c} × out(c)), the set of component output ports,

– port(C) def= in(C) ∪ out(C), the set of all component ports.
Moreover, we may lift the typing function (introduced for ports in Sect. 3.1),

to corresponding component ports:

T ((c, p)) def= T (p) .

Finally, we can generalize our notion of port valuation (Def. 1) for component
ports CP ⊆ C × P to so-called component port valuations:

CP def=
{
µ ∈

(
CP → ℘(M)

)
| ∀cp ∈ CP : µ(cp) ⊆ T (cp)

}
.

To better distinguish between ports and component ports, in the following, we
shall use p, q, pi, po, . . . ; to denote ports and cp, cq, ci, co, . . . ; to denote
component ports.

3.4.2. Architecture Snapshots
In our model, an architecture snapshot connects ports of active components.

Definition 4 (Architecture snapshot). An architecture snapshot is a triple
(C ′, N, µ), consisting of:

– a set of active components C ′ ⊆ C,
– a connection N : in(C ′) → ℘(out(C ′)), such that types of connected ports

are compatible:

∀ci ∈ in(C ′) :
⋃

co∈N(ci)

T (co) ⊆ T (ci) , and (2)

– a component port valuation µ ∈ port(C ′) .
We require connected ports to be consistent in their valuation, i.e., if a compo-
nent provides messages at its output port, these messages are transferred to the
corresponding, connected input ports:

∀ci ∈ in(C ′) : N(ci) 6= ∅ =⇒ µ(ci) =
⋃

co∈N(ci)

µ(co) . (3)
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Note that Eq. (2) guarantees that Eq. (3) does not violate type restrictions. The
set of all possible architecture snapshots is denoted by ASCT .

For an architecture snapshot as = (C ′, N, µ) ∈ ASCT , we denote by
– CMPas

def= C ′ the set of active components and with |c|as
def⇐⇒ c ∈ C ′,

that a component c ∈ C is active in as,
– CN as

def= N , its connection, and
– valas

def= µ, the port valuation.
Moreover, given a component c ∈ C ′, we denote by

cmpcas ∈ port(c) def=
(
λp ∈ port(c) : µ

(
(c, p)

))
(4)

the valuation of the component’s ports.

Note that cmpcas is well-defined iff |c|as.
Moreover, note that connection N is modeled as a set-valued function from

component input ports to component output ports, meaning that:

(i) input/output ports can be connected to several output/input ports, re-
spectively, and

(ii) not every input/output port needs to be connected to an output/input
port (in which case the connection returns the empty set).

Moreover, note that by Eq. (3), the valuation of an input port connected
to many output ports is defined to be the union of all the valuations of the
corresponding, connected output ports.

Example 2 (Architecture snapshot). Figure 9 shows a conceptual representa-
tion of an architecture snapshot (C ′, N, µ), consisting of:

– active components C ′ = {c1, c2, c3} with corresponding component types
(c3, for example, could be of the type as described in Ex. 1);

– connection N , defined as follows:
– N((c2, i1)) = {(c1, o1)},
– N((c3, i1)) = {(c1, o2)},
– N((c2, i2)) = {(c3, o1)}, and
– N((c1, i0)) = N((c2, i0)) = N((c3, i0)) = ∅; and

– component port valuation [(c1, o0), (c2, i1), (c3, o1), · · · 7→ M3, M5, M3, · · · ].

3.4.3. Architecture Traces
An architecture trace consists of a series of snapshots of an architecture

during system execution. Thus, an architecture trace is modeled as a stream of
architecture snapshots at certain points in time.

Definition 5 (Architecture trace). An architecture trace is an infinite stream
t ∈

(
ASCT

)∞
. For an architecture trace t ∈

(
ASCT

)∞
and a component c ∈ C,

we denote with
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c1
o0 = M3

i0 = M4

o1 = M5

o2 = M1

c2 〈q = M2〉
i0 = M1

o0 = M6

i1 = M5

i2 = M3

c3 〈p = M〉
i0 = M2

o0 = M1

i1 = M1

o1 = M3

Figure 9: Architecture snapshot consisting of three components c1, c2, and c3; a connection
between ports (c2, i1) and (c1, o1), (c2, i2) and (c3, o1), and (c3, i1) and (c1, o2); and valuations
of the component parameters and ports.

c1o0M3

i0M4 o1

M5

o2 M1

c2〈q=M2〉i0M1

o0M6 i1

M5

i2 M3

c3〈p=M〉
i0 M2

o0 M1i1

M1

o1

M3

k0

,

c1o0M4

i0M3 o1

M1

o2 M2

c4i0M2
i1

M1

o0 M3

k1

,

c1o0
M3

i0M2 o1

M4

o2 M1

c4i0M6
i1

M1

o0 M2

c3〈p=M〉
i0 M5

o0 M4i1

M3

o1
M6

k2

,

Figure 10: The first three architecture snapshots of an architecture trace.

– last(c, t), the greatest i ∈ N, such that |c|t(i),
– c

n⇐ t, the last time point less or equal to n at which c was not active in
t, i.e., the least n′ ∈ N, such that n′ = n∨

(
n′ < n∧@n′ ≤

˙
k < n : |c|t(k)

)
,

– c
n← t, the latest activation of component c (strictly) before n, and

– c
n→ t, the next point in time (after n) at which c is active in t.

Note that c n⇐ t is always well-defined, while c n← t and c
n→ t are only well-

defined iff there exists at least one activation of component c in the past (a point
in time strictly less than n) or in the future (a point in time greater or equal to
n), respectively. last(c, t), on the other hand, is well-defined iff i) component c
is activated at least once in t: ∃i ∈ N : |c|t(i) and ii) component c is not activated
infinitely often, i.e., ∃n ∈ N : ∀n′ ≥ n : ¬|c|t(n′).

Example 3 (Architecture trace). Figure 10 shows an architecture trace t ∈(
ASCT

)∞
with corresponding architecture snapshots t(0) = k0, t(1) = k1, and

t(2) = k2. Architecture snapshot k0, for example, is described in Ex. 2.

3.4.4. Architecture Specifications
Finally, we can define our notion of architecture specification as a set of

architecture traces with certain properties.

Definition 6 (Architecture specification). An architecture specification is a set
A ⊆

(
ASCT

)∞
of architecture traces, such that it does not restrict the behavior
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t ∈
(
AS C

T
)∞

Πc(t)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 11: Conceptual representation of behavior projection.

of components:

∀t ∈ A, n ∈ N, µ ∈ out(CMPt(n)) ∃t′ ∈ A : t′↓n= t↓n ∧
CMPt(n) = CMPt′(n) ∧ CN t(n) = CN t′(n) ∧ valt′(n)|out(CMPt(n)) = µ

3.5. Behavior Projection and Composition
Note that an architecture specification does not restrict the behavior of com-

ponents. A component’s behavior, on the other hand is restricted in the specifi-
cation of component types. We conclude the section by introducing the notion
of composition as a means to combine a specification of component types with a
corresponding architecture specification. First, however, we introduce the con-
cept of behavior projection, which is essential for the definition of composition.

3.5.1. Behavior Projection
An important concept for our model is the notion of behavior projection. It

is used to extract the behavior of a certain component out of a given architecture
trace (Figure 11).

In the following, we provide a co-recursive definition for behavior projection.
This allows us to easily specify the operator also for infinite input traces by
following a certain pattern in its specification. Then, we can use co-induction
to reason about behavior projection.

Definition 7 (Behavior projection). Given an architecture trace t ∈
(

ASCT
)ω

.
The behavior projection to component c ∈ Cct of type ct ∈ CT is denoted by
Πc(t) ∈

(
port(c)

)ω
and defined by the following equations:

Πc(〈〉) = 〈〉 (5)
|c|as =⇒ Πc(as & t) = cmpcas & Πc(t) (6)
¬|c|as =⇒ Πc(as & t) = Πc(t) (7)(

∀as ∈ rg(t) : ¬|c|as
)

=⇒ Πc(t) = 〈〉 (8)

Note that the structure of the equations provided in Def. 7 ensures productiv-
ity [18] and hence they resemble a valid co-recursive definition. Thus, projection
is indeed well-defined by those equations.
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t ∈
(
AS C

T
)∞

t′ ∈
(
port(c)

)∞

Πc(t) ̂ t
′

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 12: Continuations for unfair architecture traces.

Example 4 (Behavior projection). Applying behavior projection of component
c3 to the architecture trace described in Ex. 3 results in a behavior trace starting
as follows:

[i0, i1, o0, o1 7→ M2, M1, M1, M3], [i0, i1, o0, o1 7→ M5, M3, M4, M6], · · ·

3.5.2. Composition
Behavior projection can now be used to define composition of components

according to an architecture specification.

Definition 8 (Composition). Composition of a family of components (Cct)ct∈CT

with an architecture specification A ⊆
(

ASCT
)∞

, is defined as follows:

⊗A(C) def=
{
t ∈ A |

∀ct ∈ CT , c ∈ Cct ∃t′ ⊆
(

port(ct)
)∞

: Πc(t) ̂ t′ ∈ bhv(ct)
}

(9)

Note that the projection to an unfair architecture trace t, i.e., a trace in
which a component is activated only finitely many times, the projection to this
component results in only a finite behavior trace. Thus, we actually search for a
valid continuation t′, such that the concatenation for the projection Πc(t) with
t′ is a valid behavior of c. The situation is depicted in Fig. 12: The projection
to component c (represented by the empty rectangle) in architecture trace t, is
combined with a possible continuation t′ to obtain an infinite behavior trace
Πc(t) ̂ t′ (shown at the bottom of Fig. 12).

4. Specifying Dynamic Architectures

Figure 13 provides an overview of techniques which can be used to specify
architectures over the model introduced in Sect. 3. The techniques are also
implemented in terms of an Eclipse/EMF modeling application [19]. In the
following, we detail on each of the techniques and use them to specify a dynamic
version of a Blackboard architecture [8, 9, 10].
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Data Types

- Sorts
- Function/Predicate Symbols
- Characteristic Properties

Component Types

- Interfaces
- Component Behavior

Architecture Specification

- Components
- Activation Constraints
- Connection Constraints

Algebraic Specifications

- Datatype Variables
- Axioms, Generator Clauses

Architecture Diagrams

- Ports
- Interfaces

Behavior Trace Assertions

- Linear Temporal Formulæ
- Ports

Architecture Trace Assertions

- Linear Temporal Formulæ
- Component Variables & Ports
- Activation/Connection Predicates

Figure 13: Specifying dynamic architectures.

4.1. Specifying Data Types
As a first step, a set of data types is specified for the architecture. Data types

are specified in terms of axioms over a signature and corresponding variables.
They can be specified using traditional, algebraic specification techniques [20,
21]. Fig. 14 depicts a schematic example of an algebraic specification.

Each specification has a name and may be parameterized by several sorts.
Moreover, other data type specifications can by imported by means of their
name. Function/predicate symbols are introduced with the corresponding sorts
at the beginning of the specification. Symbols can be declared as generator
clauses, requiring that every element of the corresponding datatype can be
“reached” by a term formulated with these symbols. Finally, a list of vari-
ables for the different sorts is defined and a set of axioms is specified to describe
the characteristic properties of a data type.

DTSpec Name(param) imports OtherDatatype
symbol1 : Sort1

symbol2 : Sort1→ Sort2

generated by symbol1 , symbol2
var var1 , var2 : Sort1

var3 : Sort2

assertion1 (symbol1 , var1 , var2 , var4 )
assertion2 (symbol1 , symbol2 , var1 , var4 )

Figure 14: Schematic algebraic specification for data types.
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In the following, we use datatype specifications to specify datatypes for our
Blackboard example.

Example 5 (Datatype specification for Blackboard architecture). Our black-
board architecture works with problems and solutions for them. Figure 15 pro-
vides a specification of the corresponding data types. We denote by PROB the set
of all problems and by SOL the set of all solutions. Complex problems consist of
subproblems which can be complex themselves. To solve a problem, its subprob-
lems have to be solved first. Therefore, we assume the existence of a subproblem
relation ≺ ⊆ PROB×PROB. For complex problems, the details of the relation may
not be known in advance. Indeed, one of the benefits of a blackboard architecture
is that a problem can be solved even without knowing the exact nature of this
relation in advance. However, the subproblem relation has to be well-founded2

(Eq. (10)) for a problem to be solvable. In particular, we do not allow for cycles
in the transitive closure of ≺. While there may be different approaches to solve
a problem (i.e., several ways to split a problem into subproblems), we assume
that the final solution for a problem is always unique. Thus, we assume the
existence of a function solve : PROB→ SOL which assigns the correct solution to
each problem. Note, however, that it is not known in advance how to compute
this function and it is indeed one of the reasons for using the architecture to
calculate this function.

DTSpec ProbSol imports SET
≺ : PROB× PROB

solve : PROB→ SOL

well-founded(≺) (10)
Figure 15: Datatype specification for Blackboard architecture.

4.2. Specifying Component Types
On top of the specified data types, a set of component types is specified for

the architecture. Component types are specified in two steps: First, an interface
is specified for them using architecture diagrams. Then, behavior is specified in
terms of behavior trace assertions.

4.2.1. Specifying Interfaces
On top of the specified data types, a set of interfaces for the component

types involved in the architecture are specified. The specification of interfaces
proceeds in two steps: First, a set of ports is specified as means to exchange
messages of a certain type. Then, interfaces are specified over the ports.

2A well-founded relation is a partial order which has no infinite decreasing chains.
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Port specifications. Ports are specified in terms of templates which declare a
set of port identifiers and a corresponding typing. Figure 16 shows such a
template which specifies two ports port1 of type Sort1 and port2 of type Sort2,
respectively.

PSpec Port Specification imports Datatype
port1 : Sort1

port2 : Sort2
Figure 16: Schematic port specification.

Again, we demonstrate port specifications by means of our running example.

Example 6 (Port specification for Blackboard architecture). For the specifica-
tion of our Blackboard architecture, we require four different ports, as specified
in Fig. 17:

– rp is used to exchange a problem which a knowledge source is able to
solve, together with a set of subproblems the knowledge source requires to
be solved first.

– ns is used to exchange a problem solved by a knowledge source, together
with the corresponding solution.

– op is used to exchange problems which still need to be solved.
– cs is used to exchange solutions for problems.

Moreover, a component parameter prob is specified to parametrize knowledge
sources according to the problems they can solve.

PSpec BBPorts imports ProbSol
rp : PROB× ℘(PROB)
ns, cs : PROB× SOL

op, prob : ℘(PROB)
Figure 17: Port specification for Blackboard architecture.

Interface specification. Interfaces consist of a set of input and output ports.
Moreover, they consist of a set of so-called component parameters to specify
groups of related components. Formally, component parameters are represented
as ports, however, they have a special meaning in the following sense:

– The valuation of component parameters is bound to a concrete component,
i.e., the valuation does not change over time, compared to valuations of
input and output ports.

– For each possible valuation of the component parameter, at least one com-
ponent is guaranteed to exist. This is not the case for input and output
port valuations.

Interfaces are specified over a given port specification and they are best ex-
pressed graphically using so-called architecture diagrams. Thereby, an interface
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is represented by a rectangle and consists of two parts: i) A name followed by
a list of component parameters (enclosed between ’〈’ and ’〉’). ii) A set of input
and output ports, which are represented by empty and filled circles, respectively.

Figure 18 shows a conceptual representation of an architecture diagram
Name, which is based on a port specification “PortSpecification” and which
specifies two interfaces:

– Interface If1 , which consists of one input port i and one output port o.
– Interface If2 , which consists of a single output port o and a component

parameter par .

Diagram Name imports PortSpecification

If1i

o

If2 ⟨par⟩
o

Figure 18: Schematic architecture diagram specifying two interfaces.

Besides specifying interfaces, an architecture diagram can also be annotated
with upper and lower bounds for the activation or deactivation of components.
Moreover, a solid line between two ports requires corresponding components to
be connected through these ports, whenever they are active. In the following,
we provide interface specifications for our running example.

Example 7 (Interface specification for Blackboard architecture). Our Black-
board architecture involves two types of components: blackboards and knowledge
sources. The corresponding interfaces are specified by the architecture diagram
depicted in Fig. 19. Indeed, the diagram also introduces activation and connec-
tion specifications for the architecture. We do not discuss them here, rather, we
come back to them later on, when we discuss the architecture specification for
our Blackboard architecture.

The blackboard interface is denoted “BB” and consists of two input ports rp
and ns to receive subproblems for which solutions are required and new solutions
to currently open problems. Moreover, it specifies two output ports op and cs
to communicate currently open problems and solutions for all currently solved
problems.

The interface for knowledge sources is denoted “KS” and its specification
actually mirrors the specification of the blackboard interface: A knowledge source
is required to have two input ports op and cs to receive currently open problems
and solutions for all currently solved problems, and two output ports rp and
ns to communicate required subproblems and new solutions. Note that each
knowledge source can only solve certain problems, which is why a knowledge
source is parameterized by a set of problems “prob” it is able to solve. Again,
the diagram imports the corresponding port specification from Ex. 6.
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Diagram Blackboard

KS〈prob〉

op cs rp ns

BB
Jbb : γ(bb),γ′(bb)K

op cs rp ns

γ (bb) = true (11)
γ′(bb) = ∀bb′ : ‖bb′‖−→bb′=bb(12)

Figure 19: Architecture diagram for Blackboard architecture.

4.2.2. Specifying Component Behavior
We conclude the specification of component types by assigning constraints

about component behavior to each interface. These constraints are expressed in
terms of so-called behavior trace assertions and specified by means of templates.

Behavior trace assertions. Roughly speaking, behavior trace assertions are lin-
ear temporal logical formulæ specified over a set of datatype variables and a set
of ports, with terms consisting of:

– Datatype variables as well as the ports and parameters of a component
type’s interface.

– Function and predicate symbols of the corresponding data type specifica-
tion.

For example, formula “2(o ≥ 1)”, specified for a certain component type, re-
quires that port o of a corresponding component is always greater or equal to
1. A formal definition of the syntax and semantics of behavior trace assertions
is provided in Appendix B.

Component type specification templates. Component types are specified using
templates as shown in Fig. 20. The specification has a name and is associ-
ated with an interface of a corresponding interface specification. Then, a set of
flexible and rigid variables for different sorts are declared. A component type
specification concludes with a list of behavior trace assertions, i.e. LTL [22] for-
mulae expressed over the ports of the corresponding interface and the introduced
data type variables.

In the following, we demonstrate component type specifications in terms of
our running example.

Example 8 (Specification of behavior for blackboard components). A black-
board provides the current state towards solving the original problem and for-
wards problems and solutions from knowledge sources. Fig. 21 provides a speci-
fication of the blackboard’s behavior in terms of three behavior trace assertions:
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BSpec Name for iface of ispec
var aDt1: Sort1
rig aDt2: Sort1
assertion1 (port(if(iface)), par(if(iface)), aDt1, aDt2)
assertion2 (port(if(iface)), par(if(iface)), aDt1, aDt2)

Figure 20: Schematic component type specification.

– If a solution s′ to a subproblem p′ is received on its input port ns, then it
is eventually provided at its output port cs (Eq. 13).

– If it gets notified that solutions for subproblems P are required in order to
solve a certain problem p on its input port rp, these problems are eventually
provided at its output port op (Eq. (14)).

– A problem p′ is provided at its output port op, as long as it is not solved
(Eq. (15)).

Note that the last assertion (Eq. (15)) is formulated using a weak until operator
which is defined as follows: γ′ W γ

def= 2(γ′) ∨ (γ′ U γ).

BSpec Blackboard for BB of Blackboard
var p : PROB

P : PROB SET
rig p′ : PROB

s′ : SOL

2
(

(p′, s′) ∈ ns −→ ♦
(
(p′, s′) ∈ cs

))
(13)

2
(

(p, P ) ∈ rp −→
(
∀p′ ∈ P : (♦(p′ ∈ op))

))
(14)

2
(
p′ ∈ op −→

(
p′ ∈ op W (p′, solve(p′)) ∈ ns

))
(15)

Figure 21: Specification of behavior for blackboard components.

Example 9 (Specification of behavior for knowledge source components). A
knowledge source receives open problems and solutions for already solved prob-
lems. It might contribute to the solution of the original problem by solving
currently open subproblems. Fig. 22 provides a specification of knowledge source
behavior in terms of three behavior trace assertions:

– If a knowledge source requires some subproblems P to be solved in order to
solve a problem p′ and it gets solutions for all these subproblems q′ on its
input port cs, then it eventually solves the original problem p′ and provides
the solution through its output port ns (Eq. (16)).

– To solve a problem p, a knowledge source requires solutions only for
smaller problems q (Eq. (17)).

– A knowledge source will eventually communicate its ability to solve an
open problem via its output port rp (Eq. (18)).
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BSpec Knowledge Source for KS〈prob〉 of Blackboard
var p, q : PROB

P : ℘(PROB)
rig p′, q′ : PROB

2
(
∀(p′,P )∈rp :

(
(∀q′∈P : ♦(q′,solve(q′))∈cs)−→♦(p′,solve(p′))∈ns

))
(16)

2
(
∀(p, P ) ∈ rp : ∀q ∈ P : q ≺ p

)
(17)

2
(

prob ∈ op −→ ♦(∃P : (prob, P ) ∈ rp)
)

(18)

Figure 22: Specification of behavior for knowledge source components.

4.3. Specifying Architectures
As a last step, activation and deactivation of components as well as connec-

tions between component ports are specified. Both aspects may be expressed
in terms of architecture trace assertions, i.e, linear temporal logic formulæ [22]
over datatype variables (introduced in the description of behavior trace asser-
tions above), component variables, and architecture assertions.

4.3.1. Component Variables
Component variables are typed by component types and may be interpreted

by corresponding components. Similar to datatype variables, component vari-
ables can be classified into “flexible” and “rigid”, depending on whether they
are newly interpreted at each point in time or whether they keep their value.
Since component types may be parametrized, variables are assumed to be avail-
able for each possible valuation of the parameters. For example, a component
variable declaration x for component type X〈bool〉 would actually induce two
component variables x〈true〉 and x〈false〉 which can be interpreted by components
with parameter bool having values true and false, respectively.

Note that such parametrized component variables are only feasible since
the semantics of a FACTum specification requires the existence of at least
one component for each different valuation of a component type’s component
parameters.

4.3.2. Architecture Assertions
Architecture assertions are predicates to specify the state of an architecture

during execution. Roughly speaking, they are predicate-logic formulæ specified
over datatype and component variables, with terms consisting of:

– Datatype variables as well as component ports and component parame-
ters, i.e., ports or parameters combined with corresponding component
variables.

– Function and predicate symbols of the corresponding data type specifica-
tion.

Moreover, several pre-defined, architectural predicates may be used for the for-
mulation of architecture assertions:
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– c = c′ denotes equality of two components c and c′,
– ĉ.p denotes that a component c is currently sending/receiving a message

over port p,
– ‖c‖ denotes that a component c is currently active, and
– c.p  c′.p′ denotes that output port p′ of component c′ is connected to

input port p of component c.

4.3.3. Architecture Specification Templates
Architectural constraints can be specified by means of specification templates

(Fig. 23). Each template has a name and is based on a corresponding interface
specification. Then, a list of flexible and rigid variables for the data types
and components are defined. Finally, a list of architecture trace assertions is
formulated over the variables. Note that the semantics of architecture constraint
specifications is given in terms of architecture specifications as described in
Chap. 3. Thus, they can only be used to specify component activation and
reconfiguration and not the behavior of components.

ASpec Name for ifSpec
var aDt1: Sort1

aCmp1: If1
rig aDt2: Sort1

aCmp2: If1
assertion1 (aDt1, aDt2, aCmp1, aCmp2)
assertion2 (aDt1, aDt2, aCmp1, aCmp2)

Figure 23: Schematic architecture specification.

In the following, we provide architecture specifications for our example.

Example 10 (Architecture specification for Blackboard architecture). Sim-
ple activation and connection specifications for our Blackboard architecture are
expressed graphically by the architecture diagram depicted in Fig. 19: The anno-
tation of interface “BB”, for example, specifies that there is a unique (Eq. (12))
component of type blackboard which is required to be always active (Eq. (11)).
Moreover, the solid connections between the ports require that the ports of an
active blackboard component are connected to the ports of an active knowledge
source component as depicted by the diagram. Figure 24 provides an additional
specification for Blackboard architectures in terms of an architecture trace asser-
tion: Whenever a knowledge source observes that a solution to a problem which
it is able to solve is required, it must stay active until that problem is indeed
solved.

Note the use of parametrized variable ks′ of type KS〈prob〉. Such
parametrized variables provide a convenient way to specify constraints about
components of parametrized component types. They can be indexed by a concrete
value for the parameter, which guarantees that the variable is only interpreted
by components in which the parameter has the corresponding value. Thus, in
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ASpec Blackboard for Blackboard
rig ks′ : KS〈prob〉

p′ : PROB

2
(
‖ks′p′‖ ∧ p′ ∈ ks′.op −→

(
‖ks′p′‖ W ‖ks′p′‖ ∧ (p′, solve(p′)) ∈ ks′.ns

))
(19)

Figure 24: Specification of activations for Blackboard architecture.

or example, ks′p′ represents a knowledge source component which is able to solve
problem p′.

5. A Calculus for Dynamic Architectures

A dynamic architecture specification can be verified as depicted in Fig. 25:
First, a component type specification is interpreted over a set of behavior traces
and an architecture specification is interpreted over a set of architecture traces.
Behavior projection is then used to refine the architecture specification according
to the behavior specification. Finally, the property is interpreted over a set of
architecture traces and verified against the refined architecture specification.

As mentioned in the introduction such an approach to architecture verifica-
tion leads to redundant proof steps which makes the proofs lengthy and difficult
to maintain. In an effort to shorten the verification process, we developed a
calculus to reason about component behavior in a dynamic context by combin-
ing behavior and architecture specifications. To this end, we first introduced
a means to interpret a behavior specification directly over a set of architecture
traces (dashed arrow in Fig. 25). Then, we introduced introduction and elim-
ination rules for all the temporal operators involved in behavior specifications,
to combine them with corresponding activation specifications and reason at a
more abstract level (⊕ symbol in Fig. 25). Finally, we showed soundness of each
of the rules w.r.t. the interpretation function introduced at the beginning.

In the following section, we first introduce an operator to interpret behav-
ior specifications over architecture traces. To this end, we extend our model,
described in Sect. 3, with operators to map time points between architecture
traces and corresponding projections. Then, we present our calculus in terms
of 35 different rules and conclude with a statement about its soundness.

5.1. Evaluating Behavior Trace Assertions over Architecture Traces
Evaluating behavior specifications over architecture traces requires to first

extract the behavior of a certain component out of the architecture trace and
evaluate it against the behavior specification using the traditional semantics of
liner temporal logics [22]. Remember from Sect. 3.5.2 that, since the projection
to a component in an architecture trace may result in only a finite behavior
trace (for the case that the component is only activated finitely many times),
we need to concatenate it with a possible continuation, before evaluating it.
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Figure 25: Towards a calculus for dynamic architectures.

In order to define our new evaluation operator, we first need to extend our
model introduced in Sect. 3 with three more operators to relate the states of a
component in an architecture trace with the corresponding state of the extracted
behavior trace.

5.1.1. Component Activations
For the states of a component obtained through behavior projection, we can

simply use the number of activations of that component to obtain the right time
point. If we look, for example, at Fig. 12, the state of component c (represented
as white box) in the resulting trace Πc(t) ̂ t′ at time point 2 corresponds to the
state of component c at time point 4 in t, since it is the third activation of that
component in t. This, however, corresponds to the number of activations of
the empty component in t, up to time point 6 (exclusive). In the following, we
define component activation using the projection operator introduced in Sect. 3.

Definition 9 (Component activation). With #n
c (t) ∈ N∞, we denote the num-

ber of component activations of a component c in an (possibly finite) architec-
ture trace t up to (including) point in time n:

#n
c (t) def= #Πc(t↓n) . (20)

Note that parameter n as well as the return value of #n
c (t) is an element of the

extended natural numbers N∞, including ∞.

5.1.2. Continuations
For the case in which a component is not activated infinitely often in a ar-

chitecture trace, the corresponding projection yields only a finite architecture
trace. In order to evaluate a temporal specification over such a finite behavior
trace, we search for a valid continuation, i.e., an arbitrary behavior trace for the
component which is appended to the projection. In order to calculate the time
points of a corresponding continuation, in the following we introduce two oper-
ators to map time points from a architecture trace to a corresponding behavior
trace and vice versa.

Definition 10 (Architecture to behavior trace). Given an architecture trace
t ∈

(
ASCT

)∞
, a component c ∈ C, and a time point n ∈ N (for architecture
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trace t). With

c⇓t(n) def= #Πc(t)− 1 + (n− last(c, t)) (21)

we denote the corresponding point in time for a corresponding behavior projec-
tion.

As mentioned before, the mapping has a corresponding dual, which is defined
in the following.

Definition 11 (Behavior to architecture trace). Given an architecture trace
t ∈
(

ASCT
)∞

, a component c ∈ C, and a time point n ∈ N (for the corresponding
behavior projection of c to t). With

c⇑t(n) def= last(c, t) + (n− (#Πc(t)− 1) , (22)

we denote the corresponding point in time for architecture trace t.

In the following, we describe how a behavior trace assertion can be inter-
preted over architecture traces. We can define the interpretation using compo-
nent projection (Def. 7), component activation (Def. 9), and mappings between
time points (Def. 10 and Def. 11).

Definition 12 (Evaluating behavior trace assertions over architecture traces).
With

(t, t′, n) |=c γ
def⇐⇒(

∃i ≥ n : |c|t(i) ∧
(
Πc(t)̂ t′,#n

c (t)
)
|= γ

)
∨ (23)(

∃i : |c|t(i) ∧
(
@i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

)
∧
(
Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n)

)
|= γ

)
∨ (24)(

@i : |c|t(i) ∧
(
t′, n

)
|= γ

)
, (25)

we denote that architecture trace t ∈
(

ASCT
)∞

satisfies behavior trace assertion

γ at time point n ∈ N for continuation t′ ∈
(

port(c)
)∞

. We denote with

(t, t′) |=c γ
def⇐⇒ (t, t′, 0) |=c γ that architecture trace t satisfies behavior assertion

γ for continuation t′ and with t |=c γ
def⇐⇒ ∃t′ ∈

(
port(c)

)∞
: (t, t′) |=c γ that

architecture trace t satisfies behavior trace assertion γ.

To satisfy a behavior trace assertion γ for a component c at a certain point
in time n under a given continuation t′, an architecture trace t is required to
fulfill one of the following conditions:

– By Eq. (23): Component c is activated again (after time point n) and the
projection to c for t fulfills γ at the point in time given by the current
number of activations of c in t.
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– By Eq. (24): Component c is activated at least once, but not again in the
future and the continuation fulfills γ at the point in time resulting from
the difference of the current point in time and the last activation of c.

– By Eq. (25): Component c is never activated and the continuation fulfills
γ at point in time n.

The following proposition relates Def. 12 with our notion of composition
(Def. 8).

Proposition 1. Given a behavior specification (γct)ct∈CT for a set of component
types CT , such that ∀ct ∈ CT , bhv(ct) |= γct; a specification Γ, such that A |=
Γ; and a set of components (Cct)ct∈CT for each component type. Then, the
composition of components C under architecture specification A (as defined by
Def. 8) can be derived using the newly introduced evaluation operator:

⊗A(C) =
{
t ∈ A | ∀ct ∈ CT , c ∈ Cct , ∃t′ ∈

(
port(ct)

)∞
: (t, t′) |=c γct

}
.

5.2. Rules of the Calculus
In the following, we present introduction and elimination rules for all the

temporal operators introduced for the specification of component behavior.

5.2.1. Basic Logical Operators
For each logical operator we have one introduction and one elimination rule.

In the following, we provide the corresponding introduction rules. The elimina-
tion rules are symmetric and are omitted.

NegI ¬(t, t′, n)|=c “γ”
(t, t′, n)|=c “¬γ”

ConjI
(t, t′, n)|=c “γ” ∧ (t, t′, n)|=c “γ′”

(t, t′, n)|=c “γ ∧ γ′”

DisjI
(t, t′, n)|=c “γ” ∨ (t, t′, n)|=c “γ′”

(t, t′, n)|=c “γ ∨ γ′”

ImpI
(t, t′, n)|=c “γ” −→ (t, t′, n)|=c “γ′”

(t, t′, n)|=c “γ −→ γ′”

AllI ∀x : (t, t′, n)|=c “γ”
(t, t′, n)|=c “∀x : γ”

ExI ∃x : (t, t′, n)|=c “γ”
(t, t′, n)|=c “∃x : γ”

The rules essentially resemble their logical counterparts. Note, however, that
basic logic operators are evaluated at the current point in time, no matter
whether or not the component under consideration is currently active.

5.2.2. Behavior Assertions
Next, we provide rules for the introduction and elimination of basic behavior

assertions.
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Introduction. The first rules characterize introduction for basic behavior asser-
tions. Therefore, we distinguish between three cases. First, the case in which a
component is guaranteed to be eventually activated in the future:
BaIa val(c) ∪

(
λp ∈ port(c) : valt(c n→t)(c, p)

)
|= φ

(t, t′, n) |=c φ
∃
˙
i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

For this case, in order to show that a behavior assertion φ holds at time point n,
we have to show that φ holds at the very next point in time at which component
c is active.

For the case in which a component was sometimes active but is not activated
again in the future, we get the following rule:
BaIn1

t′
(
n− last(c, t)− 1

)
|= φ

(t, t′, n) |=c φ
∃i : |c|t(i) ∧ @

˙
i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

In order to show that behavior assertion φ holds at a certain point in time n, we
have to show that φ holds for the continuation t′. Note that the corresponding
time point is calculated as the difference from n to the last point in time at
which component c was active in t.

Finally, we provide another rule for the case in which a component is never
activated, at all:
BaIn2 t′(n) |= φ

(t, t′, n) |=c φ
@i : |c|t(i)

For such cases, behavior assertion φ holds at a certain point in time n,
whenever φ holds for t′ at time point n.

Elimination. Elimination for behavior assertions is actually symmetric to the
corresponding introduction rules. The first case describes elimination for sit-
uations in which a component is guaranteed to be activated sometimes in the
future:
AssEa (t, t′,n) |=c φ

val(c) ∪
(
λp∈port(c) : valt(c n→t)(c,p)

)
|= φ

∃
˙
i≥n : |c|t(i)

The rule for such cases allows us to eliminate a basic BA φ and conclude that
φ holds at the very next point in time where component c is active.

The next rule deals with the case in which a component was sometimes
active, but is not activated again in the future:
AssEn1 (t, t′, n) |=c φ

t′
(
n− last(c, t)− 1

)
|= φ

∃i : |c|t(i) ∧ @
˙
i ≥ n : |c|t(i)
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The rule for this case allows us to conclude that a BA φ holds at a certain point
in time for continuation t′. Again, the corresponding time point is calculated
as the difference of n and the last time component c was activated.

Finally, we provide a rule for the case in which a component is never acti-
vated:
AssEn2 (t, t′, n) |=c φ

t′(n) |= φ
@i : |c|t(i)

For such cases, we may eliminate φ and conclude that φ holds at n for
continuation t′.

5.2.3. Next
The next rules characterize introduction and elimination for the next oper-

ator.

Introduction. We provide two different rules for introducing a next operator.
The first rule describes introduction for the case in which a component is guar-
anteed to be eventually activated in the future:
NxtIa [

∃
˙
i>c

n→t : |c|t(i)
]

....
∃

˙
n′≥n : (∃!n≤

˙
i<n′ : |c|t(i))∧(t,t′,n′)|=c “γ”

[
@
˙
i>c

n→t : |c|t(i)
]

....
(t,t′,c n→t+1)|=c “γ”

(t,t′,n)|=c “©γ”
∃
˙
i≥n : |c|t(i)

The rule distinguishes between two cases: For the case in which the component
is activated again after its next activation in t, we have to show that behavior
trace assertion ©γ holds at some time point n′ with one single activation in
between n and n′. For the case in which the component is activated only once
in the future, we have to show that behavior trace assertion ©γ holds at the
next point in time after its next activation.

A second rule describes introduction of the next operator for the case in
which a component is not activated again in the future:
NxtIn (t, t′, n+ 1)|=c “γ”

(t, t′, n)|=c “© γ”
@i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

In this case, the dynamic interpretation of the operator resembles its traditional
one. Thus, it suffices to show that behavior trace assertion γ holds for the next
point in time n+ 1, in order to conclude that ©γ holds at n.

Elimination. In contrary to introduction, we provide three rules to eliminate
a next operator: The first rule deals with the case in which a component is
guaranteed to be activated at least twice in the future:
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NxtEa1 (t,t′,n)|=c “©γ” n≤n′ ∃!n≤
˙
i<n′ : |c|t(i)

(t,t′,n′)|=c “γ” ∃
˙
i>c

n→t : |c|t(i)

Similar to the corresponding introduction rule, this rule allows us to conclude
behavior trace assertion γ for each point in time n′ where there is one single
activation of component c in between n and n′.

For the case in which a component is activated exactly once in the future,
we get the following rule:
NxtEa2 (t, t′, n)|=c “© γ”

(t, t′, c n→ t+ 1)|=c “γ”
(∃

˙
i ≥ n : |c|t(i)) ∧ @

˙
i > c

n→ t : |c|t(i)

The rule allows us to conclude γ right after the next activation of c in t.
If a component is not activated in the future at all, we get the following rule

for eliminating a next operator:
NxtEn (t, t′, n)|=c “© γ”

(t, t′, n+ 1)|=c “γ”
@i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

Again, the rule resembles the traditional interpretation of next which allows us
to conclude that behavior trace assertion γ holds for a certain point in time
n+ 1, whenever ©γ holds at n.

5.2.4. Eventually
In the following, we provide introduction and elimination rules for the even-

tually operator.

Introduction. Two rules characterize introduction for the eventually operator.
Again, the first rule applies for the case in which the corresponding component
is guaranteed to be active in the future.
EvtIa

c
n⇐t≤n′

[
∃
˙
i≥n′ : |c|t(i)

]
....

∃cn
′

⇐t≤
˙
n′′≤cn

′

→t : (t,t′,n′′)|=c “γ”

[
@
˙
i≥n′ : |c|t(i)

]
....

(t,t′,n′)|=c “γ”
(t,t′,n)|=c “♦γ”

∃i≥n : |c|t(i)

Similar to its traditional interpretation, the rule requires the existence of a future
point in time n′ for which γ holds. There are, however, some peculiarities. First,
n′ does not necessarily have to be in the future. Rather every point in time
greater than the last activation of component c in t is allowed. Moreover, for
the case in which the component is again activated after n′, it suffices to show
the existence of a single point in time n′′ in between the last activation before
n′ and the next activation after n′ for which γ holds. For the case in which
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there is no activation of the component after n′, we must indeed show that γ
holds for time point n′.

In the case for which there is no future activation of the component, intro-
duction of elimination again resembles its traditional interpretation:
EvtIn n ≤ n′ (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ”

(t, t′, n)|=c “♦γ”
@i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

Elimination. Similar as for introduction, we provide two rules to eliminate an
eventually operator. Again, the first rule applies for the case in which there is
a future activation of the component:
EvtEa

(t, t′,n)|=c “♦γ”
∃n′≥c n→ t :

(∃i≥n′ : |c|t(i))∧(∀c n
′

⇐ t≤
˙
n′′≤c n

′

→ t : (t, t′,n′′)|=c “γ”∨
(@i≥n′ : |c|t(i))∧(t, t′,n′)|=c “γ”

∃i≥n : |c|t(i)

Similar as for its traditional interpretation, the rule allows us to conclude that
γ holds at some time point n′ in the future. However, there are two subtleties
with the dynamic interpretation: First, we can conclude that the corresponding
time point n′ is greater or equal to the component’s next activation. Moreover,
if there is an activation of component c after n′, then, we can conclude that γ
holds for all time points in between the components last activation and next
activation.

Again, the case in which there is no future activation of the component just
resembles the operator’s traditional interpretation:
EvtEn (t, t′, n)|=c “♦γ”

∃n′ ≥ n : (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ”
@
˙
i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

5.2.5. Globally
Next, we discuss introduction and elimination for the globally operator.

Introduction. Similar as for the eventually operator, we provide two introduc-
tion rules for the globally operator. As usual, the first rule applies for the case
in which c is activated again in the future:
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GlobIa [
∃
˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i)
∧ c n→ t ≤ n′

]
....

∃c n′

⇐ t ≤
˙
n′′ ≤ c n′

→ t : (t, t′, n′′)|=c “γ”

[
@
˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i)
∧ c n→ t ≤ n′

]
....

(t, t′, n′)|=c “γ”
(t, t′, n)|=c “2γ”

∃
˙
i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

While the traditional interpretation requires that γ holds for all time points in
the future, its dynamic interpretation allows us to weaken the corresponding
introduction rule in two ways: First, we only need to consider time points n′
after the next activation of component c. Moreover, for the case in which there
exists an activation of component c after n′, it suffices to show that γ holds at
an arbitrary point in time between the component’s last activation and its next
activation.

Introducing a globally operator for the case in which a component is not
activated again in the future again resembles its traditional interpretation:
GlobIn [

n ≤ n′
]

....
(t, t′, n′)|=c “γ”
(t, t′, n)|=c “2γ”

@
˙
i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

Elimination. Rules for the elimination of a globally operator are indeed very
similar to its traditional interpretation.

There is, however, a small difference for the case in which a component is
active again:
GlobEa (t, t′, n)|=c “2γ” n′ ≥ c n⇐ t

(t, t′, n′)|=c “γ”
∃i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

For that case, we can conclude γ for every time point after the component’s
last activation compared to its traditional interpretation which requires n′ to
be in the future.

If a component is not active in the future, the corresponding elimination rule
is as expected:
GlobEn (t, t′, n)|=c “2γ” n′ ≥ n

(t, t′, n′)|=c “γ”
@i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

5.2.6. Until
We conclude the presentation with introduction and elimination rules for

the until operator.
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Introduction. We provide two rules to introduce until operators. The first rule
applies for the case in which component c is activated in the future.
UntilIa

c
n⇐ t ≤ n′

[
∃
˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i)

]
....
1

[
@
˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i)

]
....
2

(t, t′, n)|=c “γ′ U γ”
∃i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

In order to introduce an until operator, we have to show the existence of a
time point n′ greater than the component’s last activation, such that one of the
following conditions hold.

For the case component c is activated after n′, condition 1 needs to be
satisfied:

∃c n′

⇐ t ≤
˙
n′′ ≤ c n′

→ t : (t, t′, n′′)|=c “γ”∧

∀c n→ t ≤
˙
n′′′ < c

n′′

⇐ t :

∃c n
′′′

⇐ t ≤
˙
n′′′′ ≤ c n

′′′

→ t : (t, t′, n′′′′)|=c “γ′”

It requires the existence of some time point n′′ in between the component’s
last activation (before n′) and next activation (after n′), such that γ holds at
n′′. Moreover it requires that for all time points n′′′ after the component’s
next activation (after n) and before its last activation (before n′′), there exists
another time point n′′′′ in between the last and next activation (of n′′′), such
that γ′ holds at n′′′.

For the case that there is no activation of component c after n′, condition
2 needs to be satisfied:

(t, t′, n′)|=c “γ”∧
∀c n→ t ≤

˙
n′′ < n′ :

(∃i ≥ n′′ : |c|t(i)) ∧ (∃c n
′′

⇐ t ≤
˙
n′′′ ≤ c n

′′

→ t : (t, t′, n′′′)|=c “γ′”)
∨ (@i ≥ n′′ : |c|t(i)) ∧ (t, t′, n′′)|=c “γ′”

For this case, we need to show that γ holds for n′. In addition, we need to show
for n′′ after the next activation of component c (after n) and before n′ that one
of the following two conditions hold: Either component c is activated after n′′
and there exists a time point n′′′ for which γ′ holds and which is in between
the component’s last activation (before n′′) and its next activation (after n′′).
If component c is not activated after n′′, it must be shown that γ′ holds for n′′
itself.

Introduction for until for the case in which there is no future activation of
component c is similar to its traditional interpretation:
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UntilIn

n ≤ n′ (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ”

[n ≤ n′′ ∧ n′′ < n′]....
(t, t′, n′′)|=c “γ′”

(t, t′, n)|=c “γ′ U γ”
@i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

Elimination. Finally, we provide two rules to eliminate until operators. The
first one is, again, the one characterizing elimination for the case in which com-
ponent c is activated in the future:
UntilEa

(t,t′,n)|=c “γ′ U γ”
∃

˙
n′≥c n→t :

(∃i≥n′ : |c|t(i))∧(∀cn
′

⇐t≤
˙
n′′≤cn

′

→t : (t,t′,n′′)|=c “γ”)∧

(∀c n⇐t≤
˙
n′′<c

n′

⇐t : (t,t′,n′′)|=c “γ′”)∨
(@i≥n′ : |c|t(i))∧(t,t′,n′)|=c “γ”∧(∀c n⇐t≤

˙
n′′<n′ : (t,t′,n′′)|=c “γ′”)

∃i≥n : |c|t(i)

Assuming that γ′ U γ holds at some time point n, the rule allows us to
conclude that there exists an n′ later than the component’s next activation
after n for which the following conditions are satisfied: Either component c
is activated after n′ and γ holds for all n′′ in between the component’s last
activation (before n′) and its next activation (after n′). In addition, γ′ holds for
all n′′ after the component’s last activation (before n) and strictly before the
component’s last activation (before n′). If component c is not activated after
n′, we can conclude γ for time point n′ and γ′ for all time points n′′ after the
last activation (before n) and before n′.

The rule for eliminating until for the case in which component c is not
activated anymore is as expected:
UntilEn (t, t′, n)|=c “γ′ U γ”

∃
˙
n′ ≥ n : (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ” ∧
∀n ≤

˙
n′′ < n′ : (t, t′, n′′)|=c “γ′”

@i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

5.2.7. Soundness and Completeness
In the following, we show soundness and relative completeness of the calculus.

Thereby, we denote with (t, t′, n) c̀γ that it is possible to derive (t, t′, n)|=c γ with
the rules introduced above.

Theorem 1 (Soundness). The calculus presented in this subsection is sound:

(t, t′, n) c̀ γ =⇒ (t, t′, n) |=c γ
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The proof consists of soundness proofs for each of the rules and it is
fully mechanized in Isabelle/HOL’s structured proof language Isabelle/Isar [14].
It is available in theory Dynamic Architecture Calculus at the AFP-Entry
Dynamic Architectures [6] and further discussed in the next section.

It is a known fact that first-order linear temporal logics with the standard
semantics is incomplete [23]. Thus, the calculus presented in this paper cannot
be complete, in general. What can be shown, however, is that the calculus is
not more incomplete than behavior assertions.

Theorem 2 (Relative Completeness). The calculus presented in this subsection
is complete relative to the completeness of behavior assertions. Thus, assuming
that we can decide validity of behavior assertions, then we can decide also the
validity of behavior trace assertions:

(t, t′, n) |=c γ =⇒ (t, t′, n) c̀ γ

The proof is done by structural induction over γ: Thus, for each operator
OP, we assume that γ = OP γ′. Then, we apply Def. 12 to obtain facts
about a model which satisfies γ. Finally, we use these facts to apply one of the
introduction rules for OP. The detailed proof is provided in Appendix A.

6. Interactive Verification of Dynamic Architectures in Isabelle/HOL

So far, we presented a model for dynamic architectures and techniques to
specify architectures over this model. In the last section, we then presented a
calculus to support reasoning about dynamic architectures at a higher level of
abstraction. So far, verification needs to be done using “pencil and paper”, and
the correctness of it is not mechanically verified. To address this problem, we
implemented our calculus in Isabelle/HOL where it can be used to support the
interactive verification of dynamic architectures.

Figure 26 provides an overview of our formalization approach. Formal-
ization is based on Lochbihler’s theory of co-inductive lists [15] and con-
sists of two Isabelle/HOL theories, which are available as entry DynamicAr-
chitectures [6] in the archive of formal proofs: Configuration Traces and
Dynamic Architecture Calculus. Theory Configuration Traces formalizes
the model presented in Sect. 3. To this end, it introduces an Isabelle locale
dynamic component which requires two parameters: a function tCMP to ob-
tain a snapshot of a component from an architecture snapshot, and a func-
tion active to assert whether a certain component is active in an architecture
snapshot. Then, it introduces several definitions for the locale, reflecting the
definitions presented in Sect. 3. Moreover, it provides formalizations for sev-
eral, characteristic properties of the defined concepts and provides proofs for
them in terms of Isabelle’s structured proof language Isabelle/Isar [14]. Theory
Dynamic Architecture Calculus, on the other hand, formalizes the calculus
presented in the last section. To this end, it extends locale dynamic component
with definitions of the operators used for the specification of behavior trace
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assertions (as introduced in Sect. 4). Moreover, it formalizes the evaluation
operator introduced by Def. 12 in the last section as well as all the rules of the
calculus and provides Isabelle/Isar proofs for all of them.

In the following, we present the formalization of the model presented in
Sect. 3 on top of co-inductive lists described in Sect. 2 and summarize our
formalization of the calculus.

Model
• proj : component projection
• nAct : number of activations
• lNAct : least deactivation
• nxtAct : next activation
• lActive: last activation
• latestAct : latest activation
• Mapping time points
– cnf2bhv : from cnf.t. to bhv.t.
– bhv2cnf : from bhv.t. to cnf.t.
• Lemmata for each definition

Configuration Traces.thy

Calculus

• Behavior trace assertions
– ass: behavior assertions
– nxt : next
– evt : eventually
– glob: globally
– until : until
– wuntil : weak until
• evaluation function
• Lemmata for calculus

Dynamic Architecture Calculus.thy

extends

Interface
locale dynamic component (tCMP, active)

Co-inductive Lists
Coinductive List.thy

Figure 26: Overview of formalization in Isabelle/HOL.

6.1. Formalizing Architecture Traces
In the following, we describe a possible formalization of the model presented

in Sect. 3 using co-inductive lists. The formalization is demonstrated in terms of
corresponding Isabelle/HOL snippets from theory Configuration Traces [6].

6.1.1. Architecture Traces
The following snippet depicts the foundation of our formalization:

typedecl cnf
type-synonym trace = nat ⇒ cnf
consts arch:: trace set

First, we introduce a type constant cnf, which represents an architecture snap-
shot, i.e, the state of an architecture during system execution. An architecture
trace is then formalized as a function which assigns a snapshot cnf to each
point in time nat. Finally, an architecture arch is modeled as a set “trace set”
of architecture traces.

As mentioned above, the interface to the model is given in terms of an
Isabelle/HOL locale:
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locale dynamic-component =
fixes tCMP :: ′id ⇒ cnf ⇒ ′cmp (σ-(-) [0 ,110 ]60 )
and active :: ′id ⇒ cnf ⇒ bool (‖-‖- [0 ,110 ]60 )

The locale introduces two type parameters:
′id a type containing component identifiers.
′cmp a type containing component snapshots.
Moreover, it requires two function parameters:
tCMP is an operator to extract the state of a component with a certain identifier

′id from an architecture snapshot cnf .
active is a predicate to assert whether a component with a certain identifier ′id

is activated within an architecture snapshot cnf .
The locale introduces several operators for architecture traces along with some
characteristic properties thereof.

6.1.2. Behavior Projection
Perhaps the most important operator is behavior projection defined in Sect. 3

by Def. 7. Intuitively, the operator takes a component identifier c and an archi-
tecture trace t and returns a so called behavior trace, i.e., a list containing all
the states of component c in t. Thereby, all the time points in which component
c is not activated in t are removed. The operator is formalized by combining the
lazy filter function lfilter (described above) with the lazy map function lmap:
definition proj:: ′id ⇒ (cnf llist) ⇒ ( ′cmp llist) (π-(-) [0 ,110 ]60 )
where proj c = lmap (λcnf . (σc(cnf ))) ◦ (lfilter (active c))

First, lfilter is used to remove all time points in t, where c is not activated.
Then, lmap is used to extract the state of a component out of a given architecture
snapshot.

6.1.3. Number of Activations
Another useful operator for architecture traces, introduced in the last section

by Def. 9, returns the number of activations of a certain component within a
given architecture trace. Intuitively, the operator takes a component identifier c,
a time point n, and an architecture trace t and returns the number of activations
of c up to (and including) time point n. The operator is formalized by combining
behavior projection with the lazy take function ltake (described above) and the
lazy length function:
definition nAct :: ′id ⇒ enat ⇒ (cnf llist) ⇒ enat (〈- #--〉) where
〈c #n t〉 ≡ l length (πc(ltake n t))

First, ltake is used to obtain a sublist of length n from the original architec-
ture trace t. Then, component projection is applied to the remaining architec-
ture trace to remove all time points in which component c is not active. What
is left is a lazy list containing all the activations of c in t up to time point n and
we simply return its length.
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6.1.4. Least Deactivation
The following operator takes a component identifier c, an architecture trace

t, and a time point n and returns the time point right after the last activation
of c in t prior to n. It is introduced by Def. 5 in Sect. 3 and it is formalized
using Isabelle/HOL’s definite description operator LEAST :
definition lNAct :: ′id ⇒ (nat ⇒ cnf ) ⇒ nat ⇒ nat (〈- ⇐ -〉-)
where 〈c ⇐ t〉n ≡ (LEAST n ′. n=n ′ ∨ (n ′<n ∧ (@ k. k≥n ′ ∧ k<n ∧ ‖c‖t k)))

Note that LEAST returns the least element which satisfies a certain condition or
an arbitrary element of the corresponding type if element satisfied the condition.

6.1.5. Next Activation
Next activation is also introduced by Def. 5. It takes a component identifier

c, an architecture trace t, and a time point n and returns the next point in time
(including n) at which c is active in t. The formalization of this operator uses
Isabelle/HOL’s definite description operator THE :
definition nxtAct :: ′id ⇒ (nat ⇒ cnf ) ⇒ nat ⇒ nat (〈- → -〉-)
where 〈c → t〉n ≡ (THE n ′. n ′≥n ∧ ‖c‖t n ′ ∧ (@ k. k≥n ∧ k<n ′ ∧ ‖c‖t k))

Note that THE returns the unique element which satisfies a given condition if
such an element exists or an arbitrary element of the corresponding type if no
such element exists.

6.1.6. Latest Activation
In the following we describe the formalization of an operator to obtain the

latest activation of a component before a certain point in time. Again it is
introduced by Def. 5 and its formalization uses one of Isabelle/HOL’s definite
description operator:
definition latestAct :: ′id ⇒ trace ⇒ nat ⇒ nat (〈- ← -〉-)
where latestAct c t n = (GREATEST n ′. n ′<n ∧ ‖c‖t n ′)

Note that GREATEST in Isabelle/HOL is the dual of LEAST . It returns
the greatest element which satisfies a certain condition or an arbitrary element
of the corresponding type if element satisfied the condition.

6.1.7. Last Activation
Also the last point in time at which a component is active in an architecture

trace is introduced by Def. 5. It can be obtained using operator lActive and it
is again formalized using Isabelle/HOL’s GREATEST operator:
definition lActive :: ′id ⇒ (nat ⇒ cnf ) ⇒ nat (〈- ∧ -〉)
where 〈c ∧ t〉 ≡ (GREATEST i. ‖c‖t i)
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6.1.8. Mapping Time Points
As discussed in the last section, applying behavior projection for a compo-

nent c to an architecture trace t, results in a behavior trace which contains all
the states of c whenever it is active in t. Thereby, the time points at which a
certain state of c is available after applying projection may change (due to the
deactivation of c in t). Thus, in order to map time points in between an archi-
tecture trace and the corresponding projection, we introduced two additional
operators with Def. 10 and Def. 11 which are formalized as follows:
definition cnf2bhv :: ′id ⇒ (nat ⇒ cnf ) ⇒ nat ⇒ nat (-↓-(-) [150 ,150 ,150 ] 110 )
where c↓t(n) ≡ the-enat(l length (πc(inf-llist t))) − 1 + (n − 〈c ∧ t〉)

definition bhv2cnf :: ′id ⇒ (nat ⇒ cnf ) ⇒ nat ⇒ nat (-↑-(-) [150 ,150 ,150 ] 110 )
where c↑t(n) ≡ 〈c ∧ t〉 + (n − (the-enat(l length (πc(inf-llist t))) − 1 ))

Note that cnf2bhv is used to map a given time point n for an architecture trace
t to the corresponding projection Πc(t) ̂ t′, while bhv2cnf is used to map a time
point n for the Πc(t) ̂ t′ back to the corresponding architecture trace t.

6.2. Specifying Architecture Traces
In order to specify architecture traces, we formalized our notion of architec-

ture trace assertion (introduced in Sect. 4.3). To this end, we first introduced a
type synonym for architecture trace assertions:
type-synonym cta = trace ⇒ nat ⇒ bool

Then, we introduced a mapping to lift an architecture assertion (Sect. 4.3.2) to
a corresponding architecture trace assertion:
definition ca :: (cnf ⇒ bool) ⇒ cta

where ca ϕ ≡ λ t n. ϕ (t n)

Finally, we defined each of the operators involved in the specification of archi-
tecture trace assertions in terms of predicate transformers, i.e., functions which
take an architecture trace assertion and modify it accordingly.

6.2.1. Logical Connectives
First, we introduced definitions for the basic logical operators:

definition neg :: cta ⇒ cta (¬c - [19 ] 19 )
where ¬c γ ≡ λ t n. ¬ γ t n

definition conj :: cta ⇒ cta ⇒ cta (infixl ∧c 20 )
where γ ∧c γ ′ ≡ λ t n. γ t n ∧ γ ′ t n

definition disj :: cta ⇒ cta ⇒ cta (infixl ∨c 15 )
where γ ∨c γ ′ ≡ λ t n. γ t n ∨ γ ′ t n

definition imp :: cta ⇒ cta ⇒ cta (infixl −→c 10 )
where γ −→c γ ′ ≡ λ t n. γ t n −→ γ ′ t n

They mainly lift each corresponding HOL operator to architecture traces.
In a similar way, we introduced quantifiers for architecture trace assertions:
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definition all :: ( ′a ⇒ cta) ⇒ cta (binder ∀ c 10 )
where all P ≡ λt n. (∀ y. (P y t n))

definition ex :: ( ′a ⇒ cta) ⇒ cta (binder ∃ c 10 )
where ex P ≡ λt n. (∃ y. (P y t n))

6.2.2. Temporal Operators
Then, we introduced definitions for each temporal logic operator. Their se-

mantics indeed resembles the traditional semantics of linear temporal logics [22].
Temporal logic next is implemented as a function which takes an architecture
trace assertion γ and returns another architecture trace assertion which evalu-
ates γ at the next point in time.
definition nxt :: cta ⇒ cta (#c(-) 24 )

where #c(γ) ≡ λt n. γ t (Suc n)

Eventually is formalized as a function which takes an architecture trace
assertion γ and returns another architecture trace assertion which evaluates γ
somewhere in the future:
definition evt :: cta ⇒ cta (3c(-) 23 )

where 3c(γ) ≡ λt n. ∃n ′≥n. γ t n ′

The globally operator transforms an architecture trace assertion γ to another
architecture trace assertion which evaluates γ at every time in the future:
definition glob :: cta ⇒ cta (2c(-) 22 )

where 2c(γ) ≡ λt n. ∀n ′≥n. γ t n ′

Finally, until takes two architecture trace assertions γ and γ′ and evaluates
γ′ in the future as long as γ does not hold:
definition until :: cta ⇒ cta ⇒ cta (infixl Uc 21 )

where γ ′ Uc γ ≡ λt n. ∃n ′′≥n. γ t n ′′ ∧ (∀n ′≥n. n ′ < n ′′ −→ γ ′ t n ′)

We also introduce a weaker notion of until as a combination of until and
globally:
definition wuntil :: cta ⇒ cta ⇒ cta (infixl Wc 20 )

where γ ′ Wc γ ≡ γ ′ Uc γ ∨c 2c(γ ′)

6.3. Formalizing the Calculus
In order to formalize the calculus presented in Sect. 5, we first formalized the

notion of behavior trace assertion introduced in Sect. 4.2.2. Then, we formalized
the evaluation operator from Def. 12. Finally, we formalized all of the rules of
the calculus introduced in the last section and verified their soundness w.r.t.
the introduced evaluation operator. The corresponding Isabelle/HOL snippets
are taken from theory Dynamic Architecture Calculus [6].
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6.3.1. Specifying Component Behavior
As described in Sect. 4, component behavior is specified using behavior trace

assertions. Just as for architecture trace assertions, we start the formalization
by introducing a corresponding type synonym:
type-synonym ′c bta = (nat ⇒ ′c) ⇒ nat ⇒ bool

A behavior trace assertion is formalized in terms of a predicate over a behavior
trace and a natural number. Thereby, the state of a component is modeled in
terms of a type parameter ′c.

Similar as for architecture trace assertions, we then introduced an operator
to lift behavior assertions (Sect. ??) to corresponding behavior trace assertions:
definition ba :: ( ′cmp ⇒ bool) ⇒ ( ′cmp bta)

where ba ϕ ≡ λ t n. ϕ (t n)

In addition, we also introduce an operator to lift an arbitrary HOL predicate
to a corresponding behavior trace assertion:
definition pred :: bool ⇒ ( ′cmp bta)

where pred P ≡ λ t n. P

Note that such a definition was not required for architecture trace assertions
since architecture assertions can be used to lift arbitrary predicates to the level
of architecture trace assertion. For behavior assertions this is not possible since
they are evaluated only at time points where a component is indeed active.

Finally, we defined each of the operators used in the specification of behavior
trace assertions in terms of predicate transformers, i.e., functions which take a
behavior trace assertion and modify it accordingly.

Logical connectives. Basic logical connectives are defined in a similar way as for
architecture trace assertions:
definition imp :: ( ′cmp bta) ⇒ ( ′cmp bta) ⇒ ( ′cmp bta) (infixl −→b 10 )

where γ −→b γ ′ ≡ λ t n. γ t n −→ γ ′ t n
definition disj :: ( ′cmp bta) ⇒ ( ′cmp bta) ⇒ ( ′cmp bta) (infixl ∨b 15 )

where γ ∨b γ ′ ≡ λ t n. γ t n ∨ γ ′ t n
definition conj :: ( ′cmp bta) ⇒ ( ′cmp bta) ⇒ ( ′cmp bta) (infixl ∧b 20 )

where γ ∧b γ ′ ≡ λ t n. γ t n ∧ γ ′ t n
definition neg :: ( ′cmp bta) ⇒ ( ′cmp bta) (¬b - [19 ] 19 )

where ¬b γ ≡ λ t n. ¬ γ t n

Behavior assertions also support quantification over variables of a certain
type. Again, Isabelle/HOL quantifiers are used to formalize quantification for
behavior assertions:
definition all :: ( ′a ⇒ ( ′cmp bta)) ⇒ ( ′cmp bta) (binder ∀ b 10 )

where all P ≡ λt n. (∀ y. (P y t n))
definition ex :: ( ′a ⇒ ( ′cmp bta)) ⇒ ( ′cmp bta) (binder ∃ b 10 )

where ex P ≡ λt n. (∃ y. (P y t n))
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Temporal operators. Similar as for architecture trace assertions, we formalize
temporal operators for behavior trace assertions using their traditional seman-
tics [22]:
definition nxt :: ( ′cmp bta) ⇒ ( ′cmp bta) (#b(-) 24 )

where #b(γ) ≡ λ t n. γ t (Suc n)
definition evt :: ( ′cmp bta) ⇒ ( ′cmp bta) (3b(-) 23 )

where 3b(γ) ≡ λ t n. ∃n ′≥n. γ t n ′

definition glob :: ( ′cmp bta) ⇒ ( ′cmp bta) (2b(-) 22 )
where 2b(γ) ≡ λ t n. ∀n ′≥n. γ t n ′

definition until :: ( ′cmp bta) ⇒ ( ′cmp bta) ⇒ ( ′cmp bta) (infixl Ub 21 )
where γ ′ Ub γ ≡ λ t n. ∃n ′′≥n. γ t n ′′ ∧ (∀n ′≥n. n ′ < n ′′ −→ γ ′ t n ′)

definition wuntil :: ( ′cmp bta) ⇒ ( ′cmp bta) ⇒ ( ′cmp bta) (infixl Wb 20 )
where γ ′ Wb γ ≡ γ ′ Ub γ ∨b 2b(γ ′)

6.3.2. Evaluation
Remember that the specification of component behavior is given in terms of

behavior trace assertions, i.e., temporal logic assertions over sequences of com-
ponent snapshots. As already discussed at the beginning of the previous section,
in order to evaluate such specifications over architecture traces, we need to de-
fine how a behavior trace assertion is to be interpreted over an architecture trace
in which components are subject to activation and deactivation. Therefore, we
presented an alternative evaluation function (Def. 12) which allows to interpret
a given behavior trace assertion over an architecture trace instead of a behavior
trace. The corresponding formalization is provided by function eval which takes
a component identifier ′id and a behavior trace assertion and transforms it to a
corresponding architecture trace assertion:
definition eval:: ′id ⇒ (nat ⇒ cnf ) ⇒ (nat ⇒ ′cmp) ⇒ nat
⇒ ((nat ⇒ ′cmp) ⇒ nat ⇒ bool) ⇒ bool
where eval cid t t ′ n γ ≡
(∃ i≥n. ‖cid‖t i) ∧
γ(lnth ((πcid(inf-llist t))@l(inf-llist t ′)))(the-enat(〈cid #n inf-llist t〉)) ∨

(∃ i. ‖cid‖t i) ∧
(@ i ′. i ′≥n∧‖cid‖t i ′) ∧ γ(lnth ((πcid(inf-llist t))@l(inf-llist t ′)))(cid↓t(n)) ∨

(@ i. ‖cid‖t i) ∧ γ (lnth ((πcid(inf-llist t))@l(inf-llist t ′))) n

In order to evaluate a behavior trace assertion γ over an architecture trace
t at time point n, eval distinguishes between three cases:

– If component cid is again activated in the future, γ is evaluated at the
next point in time where cid is active in t.

– If component cid is not again activated in the future but it is activated
at least once in t, then γ is evaluated at the point in time given by the
corresponding time mapping.

– If component cid is never active in t, then γ is evaluated at time point n.
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6.3.3. Rules of the Calculus
We can now use the evaluation function introduced above, to formalize all

the rules of the calculus presented in the last section. Since the calculus was
already discussed in the previous section, we are not going to discuss all of it
again in this section. Rather, we present the formalization of one of the rules:
the introduction rule for the next operator (for the case in which there exists a
future activation of the component):
lemma nxtIA[intro]:

fixes c:: ′id
and t::nat ⇒ cnf
and t ′::nat ⇒ ′cmp
and n::nat

assumes ∃ i≥n. ‖c‖t i
and [[∃ i>〈c → t〉n. ‖c‖t i]] =⇒
∃n ′ ≥ n. (∃ !i. n≤i ∧ i<n ′ ∧ ‖c‖t i) ∧ eval c t t ′ n ′ γ

and [[¬(∃ i>〈c → t〉n. ‖c‖t i)]] =⇒ eval c t t ′ (Suc 〈c → t〉n) γ
shows eval c t t ′ n (#b(γ))

Mechanized proofs of this and all remaining rules are provided in the archive of
formal proofs [6].

7. A Framework for the Interactive Verification of Dynamic Archi-
tectures

Our formalization of the calculus can be used to support the interactive veri-
fication of dynamic architectures as depicted in Fig. 27: The framework provides
an interface to the corresponding theories in terms of an Isabelle/HOL locale [7]
dynamic component. The locale requires definitions for certain concepts of the
model (Step 1) and then provides customized operators for the specification of
component behavior (Step 2) and rules to support reasoning about such specifi-
cations (Step 3). An architecture theory may use the framework by instantiating
the locale for each of the involved component types. Then, the behavior of each
component type is specified using the specification operators provided by the
corresponding instantiation. Moreover, activation and connection specifications
are provided in terms of architecture trace assertions by using their formal-
ization as described in the previous section. Finally, the architecture can be
verified using the rules from our calculus provided by the framework in terms
of lemmata for the specification operators.

In the following, we demonstrate the different steps in more detail by means
of our running example. To this end, we specify the Blackboard architecture
introduced in Sect. 4 in Isabelle/HOL and verify a characteristic property for
it using the verification rules provided by the framework3. We conclude the

3The corresponding, annotated, Isabelle/HOL script is provided in the paper’s electronic
supplementary material.
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Figure 27: Overview of IPV Framework.

section with a description of the framework’s evaluation, for which we applied
it for the verification of four additional architectures.

7.1. Creating the Theory
As a first step, we create a new Isabelle/HOL theory for our Blackboard

architecture, which imports theory Dynamic Architecture Calculus [6] from
the Archive of Formal Proofs:
theory Blackboard imports DynamicArchitectures.Dynamic-Architecture-Calculus

Note that importing theory Dynamic Architecture Calculus is crucial here,
since it provides access to locale dynamic component which is used in Sect. 7.3
to specify the architecture.

7.2. Specifying Data Types
Next, we specify Isabelle/HOL datatypes for the data types required by our

Blackboard architecture (specified in Ex. 5):
typedecl PROB
consts sb :: (PROB × PROB) set
axiomatization where sbWF : wf sb
typedecl SOL
consts solve:: PROB ⇒ SOL

First, we introduce a new type PROB for the problems to be solved by the
architecture. Moreover, we specify a corresponding constant sb which relates
such problems with corresponding subproblems. Then, we require the well-
foundedness constraint for subproblem relations (specified by Eq. (10) of Fig. 15)
by a corresponding axiom sbWF . Finally, we introduce another type SOL for
solutions to the problems and a corresponding constant solve, which assigns the
correct solution to a given problem.
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7.3. Specifying Component Types
Now, we specify the types of components involved in our Blackboard archi-

tecture. Therefore, we create an Isabelle/HOL locale for the architecture which
imports locale dynamic component (from the framework) for each type of com-
ponent. Then, we add locale parameters for each type of port according to the
architecture’s port specification. Finally, we use the operators provided by the
framework to specify the assertions about the behavior of components of the
corresponding types.

7.3.1. Creating the Locale
As described in Ex. 7, our Blackboard architecture has two types of compo-

nents: blackboards and knowledge sources. Thus, we create a locale blackboard
with two instantiations of locale dynamic component: bb and ks, respectively.
locale blackboard =
bb: dynamic-component bbcmp bbactive +
ks: dynamic-component kscmp ksactive
for bbactive :: ′bid ⇒ cnf ⇒ bool (‖-‖-)
and bbcmp :: ′bid ⇒ cnf ⇒ ′BB (σ-(-))
and ksactive :: ′kid ⇒ cnf ⇒ bool (‖-‖-)
and kscmp :: ′kid ⇒ cnf ⇒ ′KS (σ-(-)) +

Note that locale dynamic component requires two parameters for each type
of component: a function to denote activation of a component of the corre-
sponding type, within a given architecture snapshot, and another function to
obtain a certain component from a given architecture snapshot. Thus, we spec-
ify corresponding functions to denote activation and component selection for
blackboards (bbactive and bbcmp) as well as for knowledge sources (ksactive
and kscmp) and pass them to the corresponding locale import. To foster read-
ability, we also provide concrete syntax for these functions: ‖ ‖ for activation
and σ( ) for selection.

Importing the locale for blackboards and knowledge sources provides us with
custom specification mechanisms for these types of components:

– Evaluation functions bb.eval and ks.eval, to evaluate component behavior
specifications for blackboards and knowledge sources, respectively.

– Specification operators for common linear temporal logic operators such as
next (bb.nxt/ks.nxt), globally (bb.glob/ks.glob), eventually (bb.evt/ks.evt),
until (bb.until/ks.until), and weak until (bb.wuntil/ks.wuntil).

Moreover, importing the locale also provides us with instantiations of all the
rules of our calculus in terms of Isabelle/HOL lemmata.

7.3.2. Specifying Ports and Parameters
As described in Ex. 7, each component type specifies 4 ports to exchange

data with its environment. Thus, for each instance of the port types specified
in Ex. 6 by one of the component types, we create one corresponding locale
parameter:
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fixes bbrp :: ′BB ⇒ (PROB × PROB set) set
and ksrp :: ′KS ⇒ PROB × PROB set
and bbns :: ′BB ⇒ (PROB × SOL) set
. . .

The parameters are modeled as functions which take a snapshot of a component
of the corresponding type (′BB or ′KS) and return a set of elements according
to the ports data type.

As mentioned in Ex. 7, each knowledge source is parametrized by a problem
which it can solve. Thus, we first add a corresponding locale parameter which
associates a problem with each knowledge source:

and prob :: ′kid ⇒ PROB

Moreover, we add a locale assertion which ensures that at least one knowl-
edge source exists for each possible problem (as required by the semantics of
parametrized component types described in Sect. 4.2.1):
assumes
ks1 : ∀ p. ∃ ks. p=prob ks

7.3.3. Specifying Component Behavior
Next we can specify the assertions about the behavior of the blackboard

or knowledge sources as specified in Ex. 8 and Ex. 9, respectively. Note that
assumptions about component behavior are specified in terms of behavior trace
assertions (formalized as described in Sect. 6.3.1), without considering compo-
nent activation or deactivation. Thus, the specification of the corresponding
locale assumptions need to be interpreted by the evaluation operator provided
by the framework (described in Sect. 6.3.2):

and bhvbb1 :
∧

t t ′ bid p s. [[t ∈ arch]] =⇒ bb.eval bid t t ′ 0
(2b (bb.ba (λ bb. (p,s)∈bbns bb) −→b (3b (bb.ba (λ bb. (p,s) ∈ bbcs bb)))))

. . .
and bhvks1 :

∧
t t ′ kId p P. [[t∈arch; p = prob kId]] =⇒ ks.eval kId t t ′ 0

(2b ((ks.ba (λ ks. (p, P) = ksrp ks)) ∧b
(∀ b q. ((ks.pred (q∈P)) −→b (3b (ks.ba (λ ks. (q,solve(q)) ∈ kscs ks)))))
−→b (3b (ks.ba (λ ks. (p,solve(p)) ∈ ksns(ks))))))

. . .

bhvbb1 , for example, formalizes Eq. (13): with bb.eval bid t t′ 0, we re-
quire that the subsequent formula is to be interpreted for a component of type
blackboard (since we are using the blackboard variant of eval) with a certain
identifier bid for an architecture trace t at time point 0. The specification of the
formula itself then uses the corresponding temporal operators from the frame-
work: bb.glob for globally, bb.evt for eventually, and bb.ass for basic assertions
about the state of a blackboard component. Note that such basic assertions
specify states of concrete components in terms of a function which take a com-
ponent’s state as input and returns whether it is valid or not for the time point
given by the surrounding temporal specification.
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bhvks1 formalizes Eq. (16): again, we use the evaluation function to ac-
cess the framework and use the corresponding temporal operators to formulate
the property. Since this time, however, we are formalizing a specification for
knowledge sources, we need to use the corresponding instantiation for knowledge
sources (ks).

7.4. Specifying the Architecture
We can finalize our specification by adding constraints about component ac-

tivation and connections between ports, described in Ex. 10. Since architectural
assertions can be directly expressed over architecture traces, we do not need to
use the operators provided by the framework for their specification.

7.4.1. Specifying Assertions about Component Activation
First, we specify assertions about the activation of blackboards and knowl-

edge sources:
and alwaysActive:

∧
k. ∃ id:: ′bid. ‖id‖k

and unique: ∃ id. ∀ k. ∀ id ′:: ′bid. ‖id ′‖k −→ id = id ′

and actks:
∧

t n kid p. [[t ∈ arch; p=prob kid]]
=⇒ (2c ((λt n. ‖kid‖t n ∧ p∈ksop (σkid(t n)))
−→c ((λt n. ‖kid‖t n) Wc (λt n. ‖kid‖t n ∧ (p, solve p) ∈ ksns (σkid(t n)))))) t 0

The first two assumptions formalize the activation of blackboard components
as specified by the architecture diagram depicted in Fig. 19: With alwaysActive
and unique we require a unique blackboard component to be always activated.
The third assertion specifies activation for knowledge source components as ex-
pressed by the architecture trace assertion shown in Fig. 24: Whenever a knowl-
edge source obtains a request to solve a problem which it is able to solve, the
knowledge source will stay active until that problem is solved. It is formalized
by assertion actks in terms of an architecture trace assertion by the operators
described in Sect. 6.2.

7.4.2. Specifying Assertions about Component Connection
Finally, we specify assertions about connections between component ports

as described by the architecture diagram depicted in Fig. 19:
and conn1 :∧

k bid. ‖bid‖k =⇒ bbns (σbid(k)) = (
⋃

kid∈{kid. ‖kid‖k}. ksns (σkid(k)))
. . .

Connections between component ports are modeled in terms of conditional
equalities between the connected ports (the condition requires the components
to be activated). conn1 , for example, specifies a required connection between
ports ns of a blackboard and ns of a knowledge source.
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7.5. Verifying Blackboard Architectures
Finally, we can use the framework to verify the specification of our Black-

board architecture. Therefore, we first specify a desired property for Blackboard
architectures as an Isabelle/HOL theorem and prove it using the verification
rules provided by the framework.

7.5.1. A Characteristic Property for Blackboard Architectures
In the following, we specify a characteristic property for Blackboard archi-

tectures as an Isabelle/HOL theorem:
theorem pSolved:

fixes t and t ′::nat ⇒ ′BB and p and t ′′::nat ⇒ ′KS
assumes t∈arch and ∀n. ∀ p∈bbop(σthe-bb(t n)). ∃n ′≥n. ‖sKs p‖t n ′

shows ∀n. p∈bbop(σthe-bb(t n)) −→ (∃m≥n. (p,solve(p)) ∈ bbcs (σthe-bb(t m)))

The property states that, if for each open (sub-)problem, a knowledge source
which is able to solve the corresponding problem will be eventually activated,
then the architecture guarantees that the original problem is indeed solved.

7.5.2. Properties from the Calculus
As mentioned above, instantiating locale dynamic component for a certain

type of component provides us with customized lemmata to reason about the
behavior of components of that type. Figure 28, for example, shows one of the
introduction rules for basic behavior assertions which are available to support
the verification of our Blackboard architecture.

bb.baIA: [[∃ i≥n. ‖c‖t i; ϕ (σct 〈c → t〉n)]] =⇒ bb.eval c t t ′ n (bb.ba ϕ)
ks.baIA: [[∃ i≥n. ‖c‖t i; ϕ (σct 〈c → t〉n)]] =⇒ ks.eval c t t ′ n (ks.ba ϕ)
. . .

Similar lemmata are available for each rule of the calculus

Figure 28: Lemmata from the calculus.

7.5.3. Verifying the Property
In the following, we demonstrate how the rules of the framework can be used

to support the verification process. To this end, we present an excerpt from the
overall proof of the above property4. In the following excerpt we show how
the above rule is used to eliminate the eventually operator available in locale
assumption bhvks1 , obtained from Eq. (16):

4The full proof is provided in the paper’s electronic supplementary material.
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. . .
ultimately have ks.eval (sKs p) t t ′′ nr (3b(ks.ba (λks. (p,solve(p))∈ksns(ks)))) 1

using ks.impE [of sKs p t t ′′ nr] byblast 2
with〈∃ i≥nr. ‖sKs p‖t i〉 obtainns where ns≥〈sKs p → t〉nr and 3

(∃ i≥ns. ‖sKs p‖t i ∧ (∀n ′′≥〈sKs p ⇐ t〉ns . n ′′ ≤ 〈sKs p → t〉ns −→ 4
ks.eval (sKs p) t t ′′ n ′′ (ks.ba (λks. (p,solve(p))∈ksns(ks))))) ∨ 5
¬(∃ i≥ns.‖sKs p‖t i) ∧ ks.eval (sKs p) t t ′′ ns(ks.ba(λks.(p,solve(p))∈ksns(ks))) 6
usingks.evtEA[of nr sKs p t] byblast 7

. . .

The excerpt starts with the fact that for a knowledge source with identifier
sKs p, at some time point nr, problem p and its solution solve(p) are eventually
provided at sKs p′s output port ns (lines 1 and 2). It then uses rule evtEA to
obtain time point ns for which problem p and its solution solve(p) are actually
provided at sKs p′s output port ns (lines 3 - 7). In order to do so, it uses another
fact, which ensures that component sKs p is indeed eventually activated, to
discharge the side condition of rule evtEA (line 3).

8. Evaluation

To evaluate the framework, we used it in two case studies to specify and
verify four different architectures.

8.1. Study Execution
In the first case study, we verified versions of three popular design patterns:

the Singleton, the Publisher-Subscriber, and the Blackboard pattern. For each
of them, we formalized the constraints imposed by the pattern and some of
the guarantees claimed for architectures implementing it. Then, we verified
the pattern by proving the guarantees from the constraints using the frame-
work presented in this paper. For the Singleton pattern we verified that for
such architectures there is a unique component of type singleton which is al-
ways active. For the Publisher-Subscriber pattern, we verified that a Subscriber
component indeed receives all the messages it is currently subscribed for. For
the Blackboard pattern we verified a similar property as presented in our run-
ning example: that an overall problem can indeed be solved by the collaboration
of different knowledge sources. For the second case study, we verified an archi-
tecture for Blockchains. To this end, we specified the architecture by means of
honest and dishonest nodes. Then, we used our framework to verify persistence
of confirmed blocks, i.e. that the content of certain blocks cannot be modified
by dishonest nodes if the honest nodes follow a given consensus protocol. The
Isabelle/HOL theories for all four architectures are available via the archive of
formal proofs and can be accessed online [24].

8.2. Data Collection
For every architecture, we calculated the normalized amount of proof code

pc for each verified property prop as follows:

pc(prop) = #prop +
∑

p∈lem(prop)

(
pc(p)

)
(26)
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Figure 29: Contribution of framework to overall verification.

where #prop denotes the lines of code of the proof for property prop and
lem(prop) the used lemmata from either the framework or the pattern itself.
Note that the proof code is calculated separate for each verified property. Thus,
if two properties use the same lemma, then, the proof code from the lemma is
added twice to the architecture. This is why the normalized amount of proof
code used here exceeds the actual lines of proof code. The collected raw data is
provided in the paper’s electronic supplementary material.

8.3. Data Analysis
Fig. 29a depicts the absolute amount of framework code (black) and proof

code specific to the architecture (gray) for each of the four architectures. It
already suggests that the framework contributes a significant amount of proof
code to the overall verification. To investigate this suspicion in more detail,
Fig. 29b depicts the relative amount of framework code vs. proof code specific to
the architecture. It shows that, except for the Publisher-Subscriber architecture,
the amount of proof code contributed by the framework amounts to at least two-
thirds of the overall proof code used to verify the architectures.

8.4. Interpretation
The data obtained for the Publisher-Subscriber architecture can be explained

by the absence of behavioral constraints imposed by the architecture. For the
architecture was specified in a way such that it requires only certain restrictions
about the activation of components and connection between them, but no re-
strictions on the components actual behavioral was imposed. In summary, the
data suggests that for architectures which do indeed involve constraints about
component behavior, the proposed framework has the potential for significant
reductions of the proof code required to verify them.

9. Related Work

Related work can be found in two areas of research: dynamic architectures
and calculi for dynamically evolving systems.
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9.1. Dynamic Architectures
Dynamic architectures have been an active area of research over the last

decades. Approaches in this area can be roughly classified into two groups,
depending on whether they focus on plain evolution or dynamic reconfiguration.

9.1.1. Plain Structural Evolution
Work in this area focuses on plain structural evolution and does not sup-

port specification of component behavior. One of the first approaches in this
direction comes from Le Métayer [25], who applies graph theory to specify archi-
tectural evolution. A similar approach comes from Hirsch and Montanari [26],
who employ hypergraphs as a formal model to represent styles and their recon-
figurations. Bruni et al. [27] elaborate on these approaches and present graph
based analyses of architecture reconfigurations using Alloy [28] and Maude [29].
Another example is Disco [30], an approach for the specification of design pat-
terns based on Temporal Logic of Actions [31]. Dormoy et. al [32] provide a
temporal logic for dynamic reconfiguration called FTPL. FTPL allows for the
specification of component architecture evolution which is modeled by a transi-
tion system over architecture configurations and so-called evolution operations.
Recently, Fiadeiro and Lopes [33] provide an approach based on an abstract
notion of state and configuration.

As mentioned before, work in this area focuses on structural evolution, inde-
pendent of the behavior of certain components. In our work, we are especially
interested in the interrelationship of structure and behavior.

9.1.2. Combining Behavior and Reconfiguration
Approaches which combine structural and behavioral aspects can be found

in the are of Architecture Description Languages [34] and Coordination Lan-
guages. Table 1 provides an overview of some representative examples in this
area. For each of them, we list the underlying formalism as well as its support
for dynamism. To this end, we distinguish between Separate and Combined
approaches: While the former combine the specification of behavior with the
specification of architectural aspects, the latter strictly separate these two.

Similar to most of the approaches shown in Tab. 1, we also separate the spec-
ification of behavioral aspects from that of structural aspects. The difference
comes, however, in the verification: While most of these approaches combine
both specifications to obtain a formal specification of the system, with this
work we want to provide a calculus, which allows to combine such specifications
without even interpreting them.

9.2. Calculi for Dynamic Architectures
A second area of work concerns approaches to reason about dynamic systems

in general: Pioneering work in this area goes back to Milner in his well-known
work on the π-calculus [36]. Here, the author provides a set of rules to reason
about reconfigurable systems in general. The main idea behind the underlying
model is that channels can be passed as messages between processes, which can
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approach dynamics specification
Darwin [35] S & C Π-Calculus [36]

Wright [37, 38] S CSP[39]
COMMUNITY [40, 41] S Unity [42]/SM

Aguirre and Maibaum [43, 44] S TL [22]
Π-ADL [45] S Π-Calculus [36]

Reo [46, 47, 48] S circuits
Castro et. al [49] C Category Theory

Focus [17, 2] C Streams
Canal et al. [50] S LTS
Archery [51, 52] S ACP [53]

Table 1: Overview of dynamic ADLs and Coordination Languages.

then exchange messages over these channels. Another foundational model of
dynamic systems, which comes with a set of rules to reason about corresponding
specifications, is the Chemical Abstract Machine (CHAM) [54]. It is built upon
the chemical metaphor and models a system as multi-set transformers. Thereby,
it also provides a set of general laws to reason about such systems. Finally, the
ambient calculus [55] can be seen as an advancement of the CHAM. In contrast
to membranes in CHAM, ambients provide stronger protection and provide
mobility for sub-solutions as well.

While all these approaches provide calculi to reason about dynamically evolv-
ing systems, they usually consider systems in which dynamics is provided by
the components of the system. As already mentioned before, with this work we
follow a different approach and separate specification of component behavior
from specification of architectural aspects.

10. Conclusion

This paper presented a novel framework for the interactive verification of
dynamic architectures. To this end, the scope of the paper was to introduce
the framework and investigate feasibility of applying it for the verification of
such architectures. Its major results can be summarized as follows:

– We describe a calculus consisting of 35 rules to support reasoning about
component behavior in a dynamic context.

– We show soundness and relative completeness of the calculus and mecha-
nize the soundness proof in 3, 800 lines of Isabelle/HOL code.

– We demonstrate its use by means of a running example and evaluate it by
means of four case studies amounting up to 3, 500 lines of Isabelle code.

10.1. A Framework for the Interactive Verification of Dynamic Architectures
The results presented in this paper can be used to support the interactive

verification of dynamic architectures in Isabelle/HOL. To this end, a user can
import the theories provided with this paper (available in the archive of formal
proofs [6]). This provides the user with a set of operators to specify behavior
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for types of components and specifications of component activation and deacti-
vation. Moreover, the framework provides the user with a set of rules (in terms
of lemmata) which can be used to combine the two types of specifications. This
allows the user to verify specifications of dynamic architectures at an abstract
level and avoids redundant proof steps which are required when reasoning at
a more detailed level. This was also confirmed by the data obtained from the
framework’s evaluation, which shows that for architectures, which do indeed
involve specification of component behavior, the proposed framework has the
potential for significant reductions of the proof code required to verify them.
Thus, proofs become shorter and easier to maintain.

10.2. Limitations
As shown by the evaluation, the strength of the presented framework lies

in the combination of specifications for component behavior with architectural
constraints. If one of these specifications is not required (as it was the case
in the Publisher-Subscriber example), the rules of the framework become less
useful. However, we argue that for most architectures it is indeed the case that
we want to combine behavior and architecture specification and architectures
in which one of them is missing is rather the exception.

A further limitation regards the evaluation of the approach. While the two
case studies presented in this paper show that the framework can indeed be
used for the verification of dynamic architectures, four examples are not enough
to claim that the approach is usable in general. Rather, additional evidence is
required to show that the appraoch works in different contexts and for different
types of users. This point is raised again in the discussion of future work.

Another weakness concerns the usability of the approach. Using the frame-
work requires expertise in interactive theorem proving which is not always avail-
able in the architecture community. This is an important topic, which is further
discussed in future work.

Finally, expressiveness of the approach is limited by the use of LTL for the
specification of component behavior and architectural aspects. Using LTL for
the specification of component behavior allows to automatically verify imple-
mentations using model checking techniques. However, sometimes, more ex-
pressive languages might be required to express certain properties. Also this
aspect is further discussed in future work.

10.3. Towards Interactive Architecture Verification
Our overall research is directed towards the development of a framework for

the interactive verification of dynamic architectures (Fig. 30). With this paper,
we provide an important next step towards this overall goal. However, as pointed
out above, additional evidence is required to show that the appraoch is useful in
practice. Thus, future work should provide additional case studies to investigate
this aspect. In particular, as pointed out above, applying our framework still
requires expertise in interactive theorem proving, which may not always be
available. Thus, an important next step is the development of an “architecture
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proof language”, which supports an architect to sketch architecture proofs in
terms of abstractions he is more familiar with. Finally, future work should also
investigate possibilities to use more expressive languages for the specification of
dynamic architectures.

2γ −→©φ
♦ϕ −→©β
...

2γ −→©φ
♦ϕ −→©β

...

2γ −→©φ
♦ϕ −→©β

...

2γ −→©φ
♦ϕ −→©β

...

Model
Checking

Interactive
Theorem
Proving

Figure 30: Interactive Architecture Verification.
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Appendix A. Proof of Completeness

Assume (t, t′, n)|=c γ. We show by structural induction over γ, that (t, t′, n)|=c γ
can be derived using the rules presented in Sect. 5.

Case γ is a basic behavior assertion “φ”: Since (t, t′, n)|=c γ conclude(
∃i ≥ n : |c|t(i) ∧

(
Πc(t)̂ t′,#n

c (t)
)
|= “φ”

)
∨
(
∃i : |c|t(i) ∧

(
@i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

)
∧(

Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n)
)
|= “φ”

)
∨
(
@i : |c|t(i) ∧

(
t′, n

)
|= “φ”

)
by Def. 12.

– Case ∃i ≥ n : |c|t(i)∧
(
Πc(t)̂ t′,#n

c (t)
)
|= “φ”: Since ∃i ≥ n : |c|t(i) conclude

Πc(t)̂ t′(#n
c (t)) = val(c) ∪

(
λp ∈ port(c) : valt(c n→t)(c, p)

)
. Thus, since φ is

a basic behavior assertion and
(
Πc(t)̂ t′,#n

c (t)
)
|= “φ” conclude val(c) ∪(

λp ∈ port(c) : valt(c n→t)(c, p)
)
|= “φ”. Thus, since ∃i ≥ n : |c|t(i) we can

apply BaIa to have (t, t′, n)|=c “φ”.
– Case ∃i : |c|t(i) ∧

(
@i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

)
∧
(
Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n)

)
|= “φ”: Since

∃i : |c|t(i) ∧
(
@i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

)
conclude Πc(t)̂ t′(c⇓t(n)) = t′(n − last(c, t) −

1)
)
. Thus, since φ is a basic behavior assertion and

(
Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n)

)
|=

“φ” conclude t′
(
c⇓t(n)

)
|= “φ”. Thus, since ∃i ≥ n : |c|t(i) we can apply

BaIn1 to have (t, t′, n)|=c “φ”.
– Case @i : |c|t(i) ∧

(
t′, n

)
|= “φ”: Since φ is a basic behavior assertion and(

t′, n
)
|= “φ” conclude t′(n) |= “φ”. Thus, since @i : |c|t(i) we can apply

BaIn2 to have (t, t′, n)|=c “φ”.
Case γ = “ © γ′”: Since (t, t′, n)|=c γ conclude

(
∃i ≥ n : |c|t(i) ∧(

Πc(t)̂ t′,#n
c (t)

)
|= “©γ′”

)
∨
(
∃i : |c|t(i)∧

(
@i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

)
∧
(
Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n)

)
|=

“© γ′”
)
∨
(
@i : |c|t(i) ∧

(
t′, n

)
|= “© γ′”

)
by Def. 12.

– Case ∃i ≥ n : |c|t(i) ∧
(
Πc(t)̂ t′,#n

c (t)
)
|= “© γ′”: We show ∃

˙
i > c

n→
t : |c|t(i) =⇒ ∃

˙
n′ ≥ n : (∃!n ≤

˙
i < n′ : |c|t(i)) ∧ (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′” and @

˙
i >

c
n→ t : |c|t(i) =⇒ (t, t′, c n→ t + 1)|=c “γ′” to conclude (t, t′, n)|=c γ by rule

NxtIa.
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– ∃
˙
i > c

n→ t : |c|t(i) =⇒ ∃
˙
n′ ≥ n : (∃!n ≤

˙
i < n′ : |c|t(i)) ∧

(t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′”: Assume ∃
˙
i > c

n→ t : |c|t(i). Thus, since(
Πc(t)̂ t′,#n

c (t)
)
|= “© γ′” conclude

(
Πc(t)̂ t′,#n

c (t) + 1
)
|= “γ′”.

Moreover, since ∃
˙
i > c

n→ t have ∃
˙
n′ ≥ n : (∃!n ≤

˙
i < n′ : |c|t(i))”.

Thus, #n′

c (t) = #n
c (t) + 1 and since

(
Πc(t)̂ t′,#n

c (t) + 1
)
|= “γ′”

conclude
(
Πc(t)̂ t′,#n′

c (t)
)
|= “γ′”. Moreover, since ∃

˙
i > c

n→
t and ∃!n ≤

˙
i < n′ : |c|t(i) conclude ∃i ≥ n′. Thus, since(

Πc(t)̂ t′,#n′

c (t)
)
|= “γ′” conclude (t, t′, n′)|=c γ by Def. 12.

– @
˙
i > c

n→ t : |c|t(i) =⇒ (t, t′, c n→ t + 1)|=c “γ′”: Assume @
˙
i > c

n→
t : |c|t(i). Thus, since ∃

˙
i ≥ n : |c|t(i) and

(
Πc(t)̂ t′,#n

c (t)
)
|= “© γ′”

conclude
(
Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n) + 1

)
|= “γ′”. Thus,

(
Πc(t)̂ t′, c

n→ t+ 1
)
|=

“γ′”. Moreover, since @
˙
i > c

n→ t have @i ≥ c
n→ t + 1: |c|t(i).

Thus, since ∃i ≥ n : |c|t(i) and
(
Πc(t)̂ t′, c

n→ t + 1
)
|= “γ′” conclude

(t, t′, c n→ t+ 1)|=c “γ′” by Def. 12.
– Case ∃i : |c|t(i) ∧

(
@i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

)
∧
(
Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n)

)
|= “© γ′”: Thus,(

Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n)+1
)
|= “γ′” and hence

(
Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n+1)

)
|= “γ′”. Thus,

since ∃i : |c|t(i) ∧
(
@i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

)
conclude (t, t′, n + 1)|=c “γ′” by Def. 12.

Thus, since @i ≥ n : |c|t(i) we can apply NxtIn to have (t, t′, n)|=c “γ”.
– Case @i : |c|t(i) ∧

(
t′, n

)
|= “© γ′”: Thus,

(
t′, n + 1

)
|= “γ′” and since

@i : |c|t(i) conclude
(
t, t′, n + 1

)
|= “γ′” by Def. 12. Thus, since @i : |c|t(i)

we can apply NxtIn to have (t, t′, n)|=c “γ”.
Case γ = “♦γ′”: Since (t, t′, n)|=c γ conclude

(
∃i ≥ n : |c|t(i) ∧(

Πc(t)̂ t′,#n
c (t)

)
|= “♦γ′”

)
∨
(
∃i : |c|t(i) ∧

(
@i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

)
∧
(
Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n)

)
|=

“♦γ′”
)
∨
(
@i : |c|t(i) ∧

(
t′, n

)
|= “♦γ′”

)
by Def. 12.

– Case ∃i ≥ n : |c|t(i) ∧
(
Πc(t)̂ t′,#n

c (t)
)
|= “♦γ′”: From

(
Πc(t)̂ t′,#n

c (t)
)
|=

“♦γ′” have ∃x ≥ #n
c (t) :

(
Πc(t)̂ t′, x

)
|= “γ′”.

– Case ∃n′ : #n′

c (t) = x: Since x ≥ #n
c (t) it follows that #n

c (t) ≤ #n′

c (t)
and thus c n⇐ t ≤ n′. Thus, we show ∃

˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i) =⇒ ∃c n′

⇐ t ≤

˙
n′′ ≤ c

n′

→ t : (t, t′, n′′)|=c “γ′” and @
˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i) =⇒ (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′”

to conclude (t, t′, n)|=c γ by rule EvtIa.
– ∃

˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i) =⇒ ∃c n′

⇐ t ≤
˙
n′′ ≤ c

n′

→ t : (t, t′, n′′)|=c “γ′”:
Assume ∃

˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i). Thus, since

(
Πc(t)̂ t′, x

)
|= “γ′” and

#n′

c (t) = x conclude (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′” by Def. 12. Moreover, have
c
n′

⇐ t ≤ n′ and n′ ≤ c
n′

→ t to conclude ∃c n′

⇐ t ≤
˙
n′′ ≤ c

n′

→
t : (t, t′, n′′)|=c “γ′”.

– @
˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i) =⇒ (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′”: Assume @

˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i).

Hence, since x = #n′

c (t) conclude x = c⇓t(n′). Thus, since(
Πc(t)̂ t′, x

)
|= “γ′” conclude

(
Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n′)

)
|= “γ′”. Thus,

since ∃i ≥ n : |c|t(i) and @
˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i) conclude (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′”
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by Def. 12.
– Case ¬∃n′ : #n′

c (t) = x: Hence ∃n′ : x = c⇓t(n′). Hence, n′ ≥
last(c, t) and thus c n⇐ t ≤ n′. Moreover, since ¬∃n′ : #n′

c (t) = x
conclude @

˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i). Thus, we show (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′” to conclude

(t, t′, n)|=c γ by rule EvtIa: Since
(
Πc(t)̂ t′, x

)
|= “γ′” and x = c⇓t(n′)

conclude
(
Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n′)

)
|= “γ′”. Thus, since ∃i ≥ n : |c|t(i) and

@
˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i) conclude (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′” by Def. 12.

– Case ∃i : |c|t(i) ∧
(
@i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

)
∧
(
Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n)

)
|= “♦γ′”: From(

Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n)
)
|= “♦γ′” have ∃x ≥ c⇓t(n) :

(
Πc(t)̂ t′, x

)
|= “γ′”.

Thus, ∃n′ ≥ n : x = c⇓t(n′). Since @i ≥ n : |c|t(i) and n′ ≥ n,
we show (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′” to conclude (t, t′, n)|=c “γ” by rule EvtIn: Since(
Πc(t)̂ t′, x

)
|= “γ′” and x = c⇓t(n′) conclude

(
Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n′)

)
|= “γ′”.

Thus, since ∃i ≥ n : |c|t(i) and @
˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i) conclude (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′” by

Def. 12.
– Case @i : |c|t(i) ∧

(
t′, n

)
|= “♦γ′”: Thus, ∃n′ ≥ n :

(
t′, n′

)
|= “γ′”.

Since @i ≥ n : |c|t(i) and n′ ≥ n, we show (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′” to conclude
(t, t′, n)|=c “γ” by rule EvtIn: Since @i : |c|t(i) and

(
t′, n′

)
|= “γ′” conclude

(t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′” by Def. 12.
Case γ = “2γ′”: Since (t, t′, n)|=c γ conclude

(
∃i ≥ n : |c|t(i) ∧(

Πc(t)̂ t′,#n
c (t)

)
|= “2γ′”

)
∨
(
∃i : |c|t(i) ∧

(
@i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

)
∧
(
Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n)

)
|=

“2γ′”
)
∨
(
@i : |c|t(i) ∧

(
t′, n

)
|= “2γ′”

)
by Def. 12.

– Case ∃i ≥ n : |c|t(i) ∧
(
Πc(t)̂ t′,#n

c (t)
)
|= “2γ′”: From

(
Πc(t)̂ t′,#n

c (t)
)
|=

“2γ′” have ∀x ≥ #n
c (t) :

(
Πc(t)̂ t′, x

)
|= “γ′”. We show that for all n′,

∃
˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i) ∧ c

n→ t ≤ n′ =⇒ ∃c n′

⇐ t ≤
˙
n′′ ≤ c

n′

→ t : (t, t′, n′′)|=c “γ′”
and @

˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i) ∧ c

n→ t ≤ n′ =⇒ (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′” to conclude
(t, t′, n)|=c “2γ” by rule GlobIa.

– ∃
˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i) ∧ c

n→ t ≤ n′ =⇒ ∃c n′

⇐ t ≤
˙
n′′ ≤ c

n′

→
t : (t, t′, n′′)|=c “γ′”: Assume ∃

˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i)∧c

n→ t ≤ n′. Since c n→ t ≤
n′ conclude #n′

c (t) ≥ #n
c (t) and since ∀x ≥ #n

c (t) :
(
Πc(t)̂ t′, x

)
|=

“γ′” conclude
(
Πc(t)̂ t′,#n′

c (t)
)
|= “γ′”. Thus, since ∃

˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i)

conclude (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′” by Def. 12. Moreover, have c n′

⇐ t ≤ n′ and
since ∃

˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i) conclude n′ ≤ c n′

→ t.
– @

˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i) ∧ c

n→ t ≤ n′ =⇒ (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′” to conclude
(t, t′, n)|=c “2γ”: Assume @

˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i)∧c

n→ t ≤ n′. Since c n→ t ≤ n′
conclude c⇓t(n′) ≥ #n

c (t) and since ∀x ≥ #n
c (t) :

(
Πc(t)̂ t′, x

)
|= “γ′”

conclude
(
Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n′)

)
|= “γ′”. Thus, since ∃

˙
i ≥ n : |c|t(i) and

@
˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i) conclude (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′” by Def. 12.

– Case ∃i : |c|t(i) ∧
(
@i ≥ n : |c|t(i)

)
∧
(
Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n)

)
|= “2γ′”: From(

Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n)
)
|= “2γ′” have ∀x ≥ c⇓t(n) :

(
Πc(t)̂ t′, x

)
|= “γ′”. Since

@i ≥ n : |c|t(i) we show that for all n′, @
˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i) ∧ c

n→ t ≤
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n′ =⇒ (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′” to conclude (t, t′, n)|=c “2γ” by rule GlobIa: As-
sume @

˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i) ∧ c

n→ t ≤ n′. Thus, c⇓t(n′) ≥ c⇓t(n) and since
∀x ≥ c⇓t(n) :

(
Πc(t)̂ t′, x

)
|= “γ′” conclude

(
Πc(t)̂ t′, c⇓t(n′)

)
|= “γ′”.

Thus, since ∃
˙
i ≥ n : |c|t(i) and @

˙
i ≥ n′ : |c|t(i) conclude (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′” by

Def. 12.
– Case @i : |c|t(i) ∧

(
t′, n

)
|= “2γ′”: From

(
t′, n

)
|= “2γ′” have ∀n′ ≥

n :
(
t′, n′

)
|= “γ′”. Since @i : |c|t(i), we show ∀n′ ≥ n : (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′” to

conclude (t, t′, n)|=c “2γ” by rule GlobIn. Thus, assume n′ ≥ n and since
∀n′ ≥ n :

(
t′, n′

)
|= “γ′” conclude

(
t′, n′

)
|= “γ′”. Thus, since @i : |c|t(i)

conclude (t, t′, n′)|=c “γ′” by Def. 12.
The case for γ = “γ′ U γ′′” can be obtained by a combination of the proof

of eventually and globally and is omitted here.

Appendix B. Behavior Trace Assertions

Behavior trace assertions are formulated over data type variables, i.e., vari-
ables representing messages of a certain type. Thus, given a signature Σ =
(S, F,B), we assume the existence of a family of data type variables DV =
(DV s)s∈S and rigid data type variables DV ′. Both types of variables are inter-
preted over an algebra A ∈ A(Σ) for signature Σ. Thereby, data type variable
assignments ι = (ιs)s∈S consist of interpretations ιs : DV s → As, which are
newly evaluated at each point in time. Rigid data type variables ι′ = (ι′s)s∈S ,
on the other hand, are interpreted only once for the whole execution by a so-
called rigid data type variable assignment. With IDV

A we denote the set of all
data type variable assignments and with I ′DV ′

A the set of all rigid data type
variable assignments, respectively.

Appendix B.1. Behavior Terms
Definition 13 (Behavior terms: syntax). The set of all behavior terms of sort
s ∈ S over a signature Σ = (S, F,B), datatype variables DV , and port specifica-
tion ps = (PID, tp), is the smallest set s

ΣBT DV (ps) satisfying the equations of
Fig. B.31. The set of all behavior terms of all sorts is denoted by ΣBT DV (ps).

Behavior terms: syntax

v ∈ DV s =⇒ “v” ∈ s
ΣBT DV (ps) ,

p ∈ ps =⇒
{

“p” ∈ s
ΣBT DV (ps)

[for p ∈ ps and tp(p) = s] ,

f ∈ F 0 =⇒ “f” ∈ s
ΣBT DV (ps) [for sf[0](f) = s] ,

f ∈ Fn+1 ∧
“t1” ∈ s1

ΣBT DV (ps), · · · ,
“tn+1” ∈ sn+1

ΣBT DV (ps)

 =⇒


“f(t1, · · · , tn+1)” ∈ s

ΣBT DV (ps)
[for n ∈ N, sf[0](f) = s, and
sf[1](f) = s1, · · · , sf[n+ 1](f) = sn+1] .

Figure B.31: Inductive definition of behavior terms.
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Definition 14 (Behavior terms: semantics). The semantics of behavior terms
ΣBT DV (ps), formulated over port specification ps = (PID, tp), is defined over
an algebra A ∈ A(Σ) with corresponding data type variable assignments ι ∈ IDV

A

and a valuation µ ∈ P of a set of ports P with corresponding interpretation
δ : PID → P for the port identifiers of ps. It is given by a semantic function
ι

A
J Kδµ :

⋃
s∈S( sΣBT DV (ps) → As), defined recursively by the equations provided

in Fig. B.32.

Behavior terms: semantics
ι

A
J“v”Kδµ = ιs(v) [for v ∈ DV s] ,
ι

A
J“p”Kδµ = µ(δ(p)) [for p ∈ ps] ,
ι

A
J“f”Kδµ = Af [for function symbol f ∈ F 0] ,

ι

A
J“f(t1, · · · , tn)”Kδµ =

{
Af
( ι

A
J“t1”Kδµ, · · · ,

ι

A
J“tn”Kδµ

)
[for function symbol f ∈ Fn+1] .

Figure B.32: Recursive definition of semantic function for behavior terms.

Appendix B.2. Behavior Assertions
Definition 15 (Behavior assertions: syntax). The set of all behavior asser-
tions over a signature Σ = (S, F,B), datatype variables DV , and port specifica-
tion ps = (PID, tp), is the smallest set ΣBADV (ps) satisfying the equations of
Fig. B.33.

Behavior assertions: syntax
“true” ∈ ΣBADV (ps) ,

“false” ∈ ΣBADV (ps) ,

b ∈ B0 =⇒ “b” ∈ ΣBADV (ps) ,

b ∈ Bn+1 ∧
“t1” ∈ s1

ΣBT DV (ps), · · · ,
“tn+1” ∈ sn+1

ΣBT DV (ps)

 =⇒


“b(t1, · · · , tn+1)” ∈ ΣBADV (ps)
[for n ∈ N and
sf[1](b) = s1, · · · , sf[n+ 1](b) = sn+1] ,

“t”, “t′” ∈ s
ΣBT DV (ps) =⇒ “t = t′” ∈ ΣBADV (ps) [for some s ∈ S] ,

“φ” ∈ ΣBADV (ps) =⇒ “¬φ” ∈ ΣBADV (ps) ,

“φ”, “φ′” ∈ ΣBADV (ps) =⇒


“φ ∧ φ′” ∈ ΣBADV (ps),
“φ ∨ φ′” ∈ ΣBADV (ps),
“φ −→ φ′” ∈ ΣBADV (ps),
“φ←→ φ′” ∈ ΣBADV (ps). ,

“φ” ∈ ΣBADV (ps) ∧ x ∈ DV s =⇒
{

“∀x : φ” ∈ ΣBADV (ps),
“∃x : φ” ∈ ΣBADV (ps) [for s ∈ S]. .

Figure B.33: Inductive definition of behavior assertions.
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Definition 16 (Behavior assertions: semantics). The semantics of behavior
assertions ΣBADV (ps), formulated over port specification ps = (PID, tp), is
defined over an algebra A ∈ A(Σ) with corresponding data type variable assign-
ments ι ∈ IDV

A and an interpretation δ : PID → P for the port identifiers of ps
with concrete ports of a set P. It is given by a relation |=A,ι

δ ⊆ P × ΣBADV (ps)
defined recursively by the equations provided in Fig. B.34

Behavior assertions: semantics
µ |=A,ι

δ “true” ,

¬
(
µ |=A,ι

δ “false”
)

,

µ |=A,ι
δ “b” ⇐⇒ Ab [for b ∈ B0] ,

µ |=A,ι
δ “b(t1, · · · , tn)” ⇐⇒ Ab

( ι

A
J“t1”Kδµ, · · · ,

ι

A
J“tn”Kδµ

)
[for b ∈ Bn+1] ,

µ |=A,ι
δ “t = t′” ⇐⇒ ι

A
J“t”Kδµ = ι

A
J“t′”Kδµ ,

µ |=A,ι
δ “φ ∧ φ ⇐⇒ µ|=A,ι

δ “φ” ∧ µ|=A,ι
δ “φ′” ,

µ |=A,ι
δ “φ ∨ φ′” ⇐⇒ µ|=A,ι

δ “φ” ∧ µ|=A,ι
δ “φ′” ,

µ |=A,ι
δ “φ −→ φ′” ⇐⇒ µ|=A,ι

δ “φ” ∧ µ|=A,ι
δ “φ′” ,

µ |=A,ι
δ “φ←→ φ′” ⇐⇒ µ|=A,ι

δ “φ” ∧ µ|=A,ι
δ “φ′” ,

µ |=A,ι
δ “∃x : φ” ⇐⇒

{
∃x′ ∈ As : µ|=

A,ι[s : x 7→x′]
δ “φ”

[for s ∈ S and x ∈ DV s] ,

µ |=A,ι
δ “∀x : φ” ⇐⇒

{
∀x′ ∈ As : µ|=

A,ι[s : x 7→x′]
δ “φ”

[for s ∈ S and x ∈ DV s] ,

Figure B.34: Recursive definition of satisfaction relation for behavior assertions.

Appendix B.3. Behavior Trace Assertions
Definition 17 (Behavior trace assertions: syntax). The set of all behavior trace
assertions over a signature Σ = (S, F,B), disjoint sets of datatype variables DV
and rigid datatype variables DV ′, and port specification ps = (PID, tp), is the
smallest set ΣBTADV ′

DV (ps) satisfying the equations of Fig. B.35.

Behavior trace assertions: syntax
“true”, “false” ∈ ΣBTADV ′

DV (ps),

φ ∈ ΣBADV∪DV ′ (ps) =⇒ φ ∈ ΣBTADV ′
DV (ps),

“γ” ∈ ΣBTADV ′
DV (ps) =⇒ “¬γ”, “© γ”, “♦γ”, “2γ” ∈ ΣBTADV ′

DV (ps),

“γ”, “γ′” ∈ ΣBTADV ′
DV (ps) =⇒

{
“γ ∧ γ′”, “γ ∨ γ′”,
“γ −→ γ′”, “

(
γ′ U γ

)
” ∈ ΣBTADV ′

DV (ps),

x ∈ DV ′ ∧

“γ” ∈ ΣBTADV ′
DV (ps)

}
=⇒

{
“∀x : γ” ∈ ΣBTADV ′

DV (ps),
“∃x : γ” ∈ ΣBTADV ′

DV (ps).

Figure B.35: Inductive definition of behavior trace assertions.
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Definition 18 (Behavior trace assertions: semantics). The semantics of be-
havior trace assertions ΣBTADV ′

DV (ps), formulated over port specification ps =
(PID, tp), is defined over an algebra A ∈ A(Σ) with corresponding rigid data
type variable assignments ι′ ∈ I ′DV ′

A and an interpretation δ : PID → P for the
port identifiers of ps with concrete ports of a set P. It is given by a relation
|=
A,ι′
δ ⊆

( (
P
)∞ ×N

)
× ΣBADV (ps) defined recursively by the equations provided

in Fig. B.36.

Behavior trace assertions: semantics
(t, n) |=

A,ι′
δ “true” ,

¬
(
(t, n) |=

A,ι′
δ “false”

)
,

(t, n) |=
A,ι′
δ φ ⇐⇒ ∀ι ∈ IDV

A : t(n) |=
A,ι∪ι′

φ [for φ ∈ ΣBADV (ps)],

(t, n) |=
A,ι′
δ “© γ” ⇐⇒ (t, n+ 1) |=

A,ι′
δ “γ”,

(t, n) |=
A,ι′
δ “♦γ” ⇐⇒ ∃n′ ≥ n : (t, n′) |=

A,ι′
δ “γ”,

(t, n) |=
A,ι′
δ “2γ” ⇐⇒ ∀n′ ≥ n : (t, n′) |=

A,ι′
δ “γ”,

(t, n) |=
A,ι′
δ “γ′ U γ” ⇐⇒

{
∃n′ ≥ n : (t, n′) |=

A,ι′
δ “γ” ∧

∀n ≤
˙
m < n′ : (t,m) |=

A,ι′
δ “γ′”,

(t, n) |=
A,ι′

“∃x : γ” ⇐⇒

{
∃x′ ∈ As : (t, n) |=

A,ι′[s : x 7→x′]
δ “γ”

[for s ∈ S and x ∈ DV s] ,

(t, n) |=
A,ι′

“∀x : γ” ⇐⇒

{
∀x′ ∈ As : (t, n) |=

A,ι′[s : x 7→x′]
δ “γ”

[for s ∈ S and x ∈ DV s] .

Figure B.36: Recursive definition of satisfaction relation for behavior trace assertions.
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